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A major political victory'

Strike shuts down MSC
by Paul Huegel
“ .My immediate reaction to
the strike is that our student
unity can overcome apathy and
more specifically it can get us
the attention and respect o f our
legislators in Trenton,” Brian
(age, S (!A president, said in
reference to the recent student
strike.
The student boycott of
classes was 90 to 95 percent
effective on both Friday and
.Monday at iMSC. Varying
degrees of impact were felt at
the other state college strikes.
I he idea to boycott classes,
in protest of an assembly bill
which would take monies from
the tuition hike and allcoate
them to the deficit ridden
Tuition Aid Grant Program
T A G , originated at ,MSC.

The MS(- picket lines were
up each morningoftheboycott
at 7:30 am, and were manned
largely by SGA legislators and
dorm students. “ There were
more volunteers Monday and
F rid ay ,” M ervl Yourish,
chairwoman ot the SCiA
committee to investigate the
Assembly bill said.
O f the students that did
come up to campus on strike
day, she claims “One out of
three cars were turned away
from the ('love Rd. entrance,
and about one our often were
turned away from the Normal
Ave. entrance.”
The picketing was nonviol
ent, although there were
reports that one male student
was given a ticket for reckless
cont. on p.4

Strike win
spurs talks
by M a ry Ann D eF io re
Approximately 400 students
protested outside the NJ state
assembly session on Monday
in opposition to legislation that
would reallocate up to S4.5
million from a recent tuition
hike to the Tuition Aid
G rant7 TA G
program.
In w hat '¡'he Star Ledger called
“a major political victory” for
state college students, assembly
speaker Christopher Jackman
( l)-H u d s o n ), rem o v ed
assembly bill A.1972 from
consideration and suggested
that a forum be established
between two representatives
from each state college and the
Assembly Education Commit
tee.
“ This way, both sides can
answer each other’s ques
tions,” he said, adding that
Assemblyman Alltert Burstein
(D-Bergen), a sponsor of the
bill, would be present for this

iscussion.
Students at six of the eight
•'J state colleges and NJ
institute o f T ech n o lo g y
n j t t held protests this week
i opposition to the transfer of
mds. A pproxim ately S9
lillion was raised through a $2
er credit tuition increase at the
rate c o lle g e s , R u tg ers
University, and NJI I .Most of
nesc funds were supposed to
e channeled back into state
istirutions to pay for increased
id costs, maintenance, and
brary expansion. I he bill
/ould direct these funds to the
AG program which awards
nancial aid to all sectors ot
igher education, including NJ
rudents attending private,
o u n ty , and o u t-o f-sta te
ollcges.
As student government
cpres curatives attempted to
ain the support of various
cont. on p.4

Picketing students at the Normal Ave. entrance to the campus on Friday backed up traffic on
Valiev Rd. to the Rt. 3 exit.
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Iraq's

waterway to the Persian Gulf
have caused little damage to
pipelines so far.

(IR A N )— Iran’s president
Bani-Sadr said Iran recaptured
the border town of Mchran
from the Iraq army yesterday.
Mchran is in the central sector
of the Iran Iraq border, about
200 miles Northwest of the oil
port of Khorramshahr. Iran
also claims its forces have
pushed Iraq invaders out of a
key city in oil rich Khuzestan
province.
M e a n w h ile , Iran has
declared it’s intentions of
keeping the strait of Hormuz
open to shipping. But shipping
sources in the Indian Ocean
S u ltan ate o f Oman arc
reporting a 30 percent drop in
oil tanker traffic through the
strait since the outbreak of
fighting.
Western sources in Baghdad
say both Iraq and Iran should
be able to resume exports
quickly if the fighting ends.
They say battles along the
d isp u ted S h a ft A l-A ra b

Meanwhile Iraq's foreign
minister said he told secretary
of state Muskie that the best
thing the US can do in the
Iraqi-Iranian conflict is not get
involved. The two men talked
at the UN, and Muskie said he
reaffirmed US neutrality.

Anderson
on parent
hood
(D E N V E R , C O . )—Jo h n
Anderson said an Anderson
administration would substan
tially increase federally funded
birth control research and
expand fam ily planning
programs for teenagers. I’he
in d ep en d en t p resid en tia l
candidate made his assertions in
Denver yesterday in an address
before the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America. He

claimed President Carter has
failed ro encourage programs
that would improve family life
in America.

Lakes to
be tapped
for water
(T R E N T O N ,
N J)—The
Governor’s Cabinet decided
that recreational
lakes in
NJ will be tapped for drinking
water if the water crisis
becomes acute.
Joseph Santangelo, chief
spokesman for Gov. Byrne,
says Lake Hopatcong would
be the first to have its water
tran sferred to reservoirs
serving parched Northeastern
counties.
Greenwood Lake straddling
the NY border could be
lowered to replenish Wanaque
R e s e r v o ir su p p lies. But
Santangelo says that prospect is
less likely because the reservoir
is relatively full. No date was
set for any lake tapping.
S a n ta n g e lo say s th e

reservoirs are being lowered
by about one half percent a
day. He says reservoirs in the
Northeast part of the state
average 42 percent of capacity.
Asked if that meant dry
reservoirs in 84 days if the
situation doesn’t change,
Santangelo agreed.
Other contingency plans
discussed at the cabinet
meeting include new intercon
n e ctio n s betw een w ater
supplies.

Happy
birthday
Jimmy
(W A S H IN G T O N , D C )~
Yesterday was President
Jimmy Carter’s birthday—He’s
56, and he began the day with a
campaign foray into Michigan,
home of the ailing automotive
industry. Carter reasserted his
promise that he would remain
in th e t r e n c h e s w ith
automakers and unions until the
industry is restored to full
health.

Rutgers
prohibits
bartering
Complaints by students at
Rutgers Univcrsity/Camdcn
campus have provoked its dean
of students to call for an
investigation into bartering
practices used by student
organizations.
Students complained that the
student congress fulfilled a
Student A ctivities Board
request for a $5,000 concert
a p p ro p ria tio n w ith the
stipulation that each member of
the congress receive two free
tickets. The appropriation was
reported by the R utgers
(1leaner, the campus student
new spaper, in its usual
congressional report.
During the investigation it
was found that the (¡leaner had
furnished free advertisements
for a local pizza parlor in return
for pizzas.
Bartering of services by
student organizations was
subsequently prohibited.
S ’ews Xotes compiled by Susan
Solomon.
Courtesy A l* u'ire services ■
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HEARTS & MINDS
WED., OCT.8, AT 8PM
in th e Student C en ter Ballroom s
"One of the most talked about films of this past decade. It deals
with America's involvement in Vietnam yet it is a complex
study of politics, ideals, human nature, and war."
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WMSC may be silenced

Legislature's plan
could cost WMSC
its campus listeners
by Chris Carroll
A Newark based radio
station, WBCiO, may transmit
from the same tower WMSC
uses as a part of the NJ
legislature’s master plan for
public broadcasting develop
ment, according to Robert
Ottenhoff, general manager of

WBCiO.
If WBCiO gets permission
from the Federal Communica
tions Commission FC C to
transmit from the tower,
however, WMSC' might not be
heard on campus because of
interference from WBCiO
M ike B o b r o w ic z , c h ie f
engineer o f WMSC, said. I his
interference allegedly would Itc
caused by WBCiO s high
transmitting power, 2,350
watts, which would oversha
dow W M SC’s 10 watts.
Tower sharing common
“ It’s a common thing to
share a tower,” Ottenhoff said.
“ It’s considered and recog
nized as a normal broadcasting
activity. If there is a problem, it
is our responsibility to clear it
up,” he said.
According to the plan, four
towers were set up around the
state “ to provide public
broadcasting, both T V and
radio” ro the whole state,
Ottenhoff said.
WBCiO , n noncommercial
ja z z s ta tio n , o rig in a lly
requested permission from the
FC C to install a transmitter and
antennaon thesametower used
by WMSC in December 1978,
Ottenhoff said. This past June,
WBCiO reviewed their request
and lowered their power to
2,350 watts. The original
power request could nor be
determined at this time.
Bobrowicz skeptical
Bobrowicz is skeptical of the
move, however. “Theoretical
ly" there should be no
interference, but whether or
not there will be is a different
story, he said.
According to Ottenhoff,
W B G O ’s request it “still being
reviewed by the FC C .”
C u r r e n tly , WMSC] is
transmitting from a height of
600 feet on the tower owned
by the NJ public broadcasting
authority. This tower is
located on Clove Rd. If
WBCiO receives permission to
operate from the tower, they
will transmit from a height of
400 feet on the tower.
“ I don’t see how it could
interfere,” Ottenhoff said.

“because the two stations
operate at different frequen
cies.” WMSC operates at a
frequency of 90.3 fm and
WBCiO at 88.3 fm.
Administration apprehensive
Dr. David W.D. Dickson,
MSC president, met with
Ottenhoff and said, “ WBCiO
assured us that they wouldn’t
interfere. We are naturally
apprehensive,” he added.
Bobrowicz expects that
WBCiO will receive permis
sion. “There is, to make a long
story short, nothing we can
do,” he concluded.

Because of its higher wattage and lower position on W M SC 's transmitting to w er , WBGO
may interfere w ith W M SC transmissions.

Bohn Hall hits
spellcold showers on upper floors
by D o rrie T. C hristm an
The residents o f Bohn Hall
got a taste of the drought
affecting Northern NJ when
students living in the top
floors of the dormitory were
without water for three days.
Moreshortagcs arc expected in
the near future.
M o n iq u e A m a b i I c , a
16th story resident of Bohn
Hall, said, “They closed the
bathrooms up here for three
days: Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday of last week. We
had to take our showers on the
14th floor, sometimes even
lower. On Friday, the water
everywhere was cold.”
Raymond Stover, director of
housing, said he linked the
problem to the current water
shortage in Northern NJ. He

said, “The city of Montclair
has been fluctuating the
amount of water pressure to the
college in an effort to conserve
water. Apparently, it was too
low last Week to reach the

“The town of Montclair is
installing a 16-inch pipeline
along Upper Mountain Avc.
which will supply the college
with more water. Until the
installation is complete, we can

" They dosed the bath
rooms up here for three
days...The water every
where was cold."
upper levels of Bohn. It’s an
inconvenience and we regret it,
but there isn’t anything we can
do to rectify this situation.”
Dave McComb, coordinator
of housing maintenance, said.

expect more prolJems."
A bout the cold water
situation, McComb said, “The
temperature control downsta
irs goes out, just like any
mechanical instrument will go

out from time to time. We
locate the trouble and fix it as
soon as possible.”
Although it is not certain
that there will be another
shortage in Bohn Hall, Stover
said, “Should Bohn Hall lose
water again, we’ve installed an
emergency back up system in
case of a fire."
According to the Sept. 28
issue of The A T 'limes, the
drought in Northern NJ was
caused by a number o f factors.
Among these are low rainfall
levels, high temperatures,
inadequate w ater-sto rag e
faciltics, and poor pipeline
distribution systems. As of yet,
there is no definite solution to
the water problem in sight.

Student reps may get vote
by M a ty A nn D eFiore
Student leaders from three
NJ state colleges testified
Monday before the NJ Senate
Fducation C om m ittee in
support of a bill which, if
passed, would allow two
student representatives with
voting rights to sit on the
boards of trustees ot each state
college.
The bill will remain in
committee until Oct. 9, when it
will come up for further
discussion, according to Ken
Brown, student representative
to the trustees.
Under the bill, student
representatives would be

allowed to participate in closed
sessions of the trustees which
they are currently excluded
from.
“ Filings look really good.
We gained a lot of support in
the committee,” Brown said.
A representative from the
department of higher education
opposed the bill, claiming that
it was a conflict of interests to
have students with voting
rights on the boards when
decisions concerning tenure of
faculty were made. T h e
department representative felt a
student might vote unfavor
ably in such a decision if the
student had received a bad

grade from the faculty member
in question, or did not like him
tor some reason.
Brown argued that if such a
conflict ot interest did occur,
there would be nine other
trustee members who could
override the student vote. He
went on to say that a student
perspective, in more than an
advisory capacity, is needed.
“ Your vote is your voice in
these decisions that affect our
lives,” Brown stated.
Senator Frank Dodd (I)
F.ssex) proclaimed that this bill
was long overdue and gave his
'end orsem en t. “ T h ey (the
students) are the end product.

They should be in on the
decisions,” he said.
Assemblyman Byron \1.
Baer (D-Bergen), a sponsor of
the bill, explained that one
student representative might
beco m e *‘ ps y cho Io gica11 y
o v e r w h e lm e d ’ ’ by h is
unfamiliarity with the trustees
operating procedures, and be
initially ineffective. For this
reason he felt two representa
tives would be better than one.
Continuity could be establish
ed between the two with the
more experienced representa
tive helping the other to adjust,
Baer said.
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Students boycott
classes statewide
by M ary A nn D 'U rso
Well over 2(),()()() students
walked out of classes on seven
NJ state college campuses on
Mon., Sept. 29.
1 he strikes occurred in
opposirition to assembly bill
A -1972 which would reallot
anywhere from S3 million to
S4.5 million to the Tuition Aid
Crant I AC¡.
\IS(' led the bandwagon
with rallying and demonstra
tions beginningon I riday with
a 95 percent effective student
boycott of classes.
4 0 0 TSC students rally

people represented NJI I in
I renron on Monday, it was
business as usual on campus.
Kean ( College remained quiet
considering only roughly 300
of its 13,M/' students rallied in
protest.
M SC spearheads campaign
\ISC' starred the campaign
against the reallocation of
tuition increases with their
decision to strike on the night
of I tie.. Sept. 23. SCA
representatives from MSC
went to I SC and WPC on

Wednesday to encourage S( ¡A
leaders there to join in the
efforts, as MSC students
learned o f the strike at SCA
In form ation D ay. T h eir
support was evidenced by
empty classrooms and parking
lots on Friday and Monday.
Classlxiro State College
C SC and Rutgers University
remained unshaken through
out fellow strikes and protests.
Students attended classes and
the only newsmaking item
occurred when Rutgers played
P rin ceton U n iv ersity in
football.

Approximately 400 Tren
ton S ta te C o lle g e T S C
students rallied on Friday,
supported by their local
A m erican Fed eration o f
leathers A FT . A F T presi
d ent, A rth u r S t ei n n an, ,
encouraged the T S C faculty to
stand behind the students by
nor holding classes and not
penalizing students who did
nor attend their scheduled
classes. On Monday 100 T SC
students marched to the statehouse from their campus.
Fhe W illiam Paterson
College \\ PC SCA reported
70 percent cooperation from
the student body in opposing
the bill. I he vote to strike was
decided at an emergency SCA
m eeting T h u rsd ay night
followed by a rally at noon on
Friday. On Monday students
boycotted classes and carloads
of picketers went to Trenton.
Ramapo boycott effective
Ramapo College reported a
90 percent effective boycott of
classes on Monday following a
weekend of organization by
the SCA which starred at an
emergency meeting Friday
night at 6 pm.
“ You’ve a right to feel that .c
you’ve been unfairly treated
and I applaud this rally," Peter
Mitchell, president o f Stockton
State C ollege SSC , said.
Atxnir 300 SSC students
boycotted classes. Alxiut 50
percent ol the students at the
Students protesting the TAG bill at Trenton (above) in front of
New Jersey Institute o f
the state house and at M SC (below).
I ethnology \ JI T boycotted
classes on Friday. Although 70

Normal Ave. was disrupted by students opposing Assembly
bill A. 1972

TA G

billbagg

Strike shuts Strike win
down MSC
spurs
talks
cont. from p.1
cont. from p.1
driving, when he drove
through the. picket line at a
dangerous speed. “ People got
really nasty on Monday. They
kept trying to run us down,"
Yourish said.
Since MSC is one of the
closest colleges to N YC, the
strike received much media
coverage, nearly all of which
was affirmative, if at times
inaccurate. Those who came
with cameras, microphones,
and pad and pencil were, C BS,
NBC, NJ Nightly News,
Channel 68, Channel 13, '¡'he
Sen' ) ’ork Times,, The Herald
Sew s, The Star-Tedder, . and
The Record. The student
boycott, especialy at .MSC, is
being termed a major political
victory.
“We’ve heard how the ’70's
was the “me" Decade—maybe
the ’80’s will be the “we”
decade. This strike for our
rights is a hell of a way to start a
decade,” Yourish said.
The student strike had
“quite an impact” on the sales
in the student center, according
to Harold Ostroff, manager of
business services. Sales were
down an estimated 50-75
percent in the cafeteria, dining
room, game room and candy
store because of the strike, he
said.
In the college Supply Store,
Joanne St. Denny, rcxrlxiok
manager, said “sales were
down S 1,900 on Friday and
$4,800 on /Monday over last
year’s figures for the same
days.
“ Fortunately, we arc well
into the semester. 1lad it come
earlier, we would have felt it
more,” she said.

assemlymen inside the state
house, approximately 300
Trenton Stare College T SC
students picketed outside the
building after a three mile
march from their college
campus. Brian Cige, SCA
president, was optimistic about
the results of the strike at MSC
and the 'I'renron rally. “Most
positively our strike was
successful at MSC. Our point
was made in Trenton, and the
meeting between the sponsor
of assembly bill A. 1972 and
the students affected has been
scheduled for the end o f the
week.
“ Now it is time to work
within the system," lie added.
lh c lobbying students
received the support o f
assembly Republican leaders
who released a newsletter
announcing their opposition to
the bill. Fhe newsletter urged
that the bill be recommitted to
the Appropriations Committee
where a new source of funding
for FAC might be found.
“ It is neither fair nor
reasonable to ask students or
their parents to pay a higher
tuition rate simply to finance
tuition and grants to other
students, many of whom
attend private institutions or
out-of-state colleges,”
VV.
Cary Fdwards (R-Bcrgcn),
assistant minority whip, said in
the newsletter.
Also opposed to the bill were
\ssemblymcn Buddy Fortunat (D-Kssex), whose district
includes MSC' campus, and
Michael F. Adubato (D-f liai
son, Fssex), who has supported
the students since before the
campus strikes occurred.
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Dorm construction delayed
by M ik e D avin o
Construction of the new $11
million dormitory was delayed
due to excavation problems
and it is not known if the
project will be finished by the
August 1981 completion date.
The 640 bed Blanton Hall
will contain a cafeteria to
replace the existing one in
Bohn Hall, a new health center,
and facilities to host summer
conferences.
The dorm has been designed
to contain as many energy
saving features as possible.
Delay caused by boulders
“Construction was delayed
when boulders which were not
detected by soil borings were
encountered during excavat
ion,” Dr. Raymond M. Stover,
director of housing,said. “We
were posed with the dilemma
of blasting, which may have
damaged nearby buildings, or
the use of bigger equipment,
which would have been more
expensive. We decided to
p ro ceed
w ith s m a lle r
machinery, which took more
time,” he said.
“ It’s too early to make any
hard and fast predictions on a
completion date,” Stover
added, “ If the w eather
continues to be good and there
are no union or material
problems, the lost rime may be
made up.”
“A new cafeteria is planned
for the new dorm to replace the
inadequate one in Bohn Hall.
Office space and storage areas
are planned for the Bohn Hall
Cafeteria area. It has not been
clearly decided yet,” Stover
said. A health center will also
be located in the new dorm, he
added. “The current health

SGA news

center is located outside ol the
mainstream of the campus. It
will better serve the college
when it is located in a main area
of the campus,” Stover said.
“We will be able to attract
more summer conferences if we
have a selfcontained facility on
campus,” Stover said. These
summer conferences help keep
the cost of student housing
down, he explained.
“ I'he dorm will have a
roofed courtyard in the center
of it,” Stover said, pointing to a
model located in his Bohn Hall
office. “About half the rooms
will be looking inside, thereby
diminishing outside wall space
and heat loss. The skylights are
angled so that in the
wintertime, when the sun is
low in the sky, the building
will pick up heat—called a solar
gain. In the summer the solar
gain is discouraged because the
sun is higher in the sky,” he
said.
All the comforts of home
The dorm will be fully
carpeted and air conditioned
and have four floors of student
rooms, Stover said. “Each floor
will be its own house and
contain about 160 students and
have its own director. Each
floor will be further divided
into four neighborhoods for a
total of 16 neighborhoods,”
Stover said. The dorm is
designed in a suite arrangement
with double rooms separated
by a bathroom which they
share, he continued. “ This
dorm will have more single
rooms than any other on
campus. I'here will be a total of
32. Sixteen will be for resident
assistants and the others will be
up fo r g r a b s ,” S to v e r
concluded.

Funds allotted
by M e ry l Yourish

Appropriations dominated
the business of the day, and
SCIA president Brian Cige
discussed the success of the
student strike.
The Riding Club was
appropriated S I,025 to hold a
horse show on Oct. 26. Alpha
Kappa Psi was given S I 52
from the Montclair Transport
ation Authority fund to hire a
bus for their trip to the NY
Stock Exchange next week.
The trip is open to all students.
The Accounting Club was
appropriated $125, and $650
was taken from Unappropriat
ed Surplus to cover the costs of
the strike. This went to pay for
food, supplies, transportation,
and three walkie-talkies.
The
most controversial
appropriation failed. T h e
(ieoscicncc Club asked for
S325 to sponsor a trip to

u p s t a t e N Y to s tu d y
geographical, ecological, and
geological aspects of the area.
Many legislators objected to
the fact that the trip was a
course requirement, and stated
that the club should get the
department to pay for it. The
bill failed.
Iota (iamma XI was granted
a Class III charter, and Paul
Cierbino and Joyce Scfkind
were appointed legislators at
large.
The use of public address
systems was discussed, and
Torn Stcpnowski, director of
student activities, said that the
Amphitheatre was a designated
location for rallies. T h e
legislature also passed a
consensus vote ro send reams of
multiracial volunteers to high
schools to recru it m ore
minorities at MSC. A bill
banning smoking in the
meeting room was passed.
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Construction of Blanton Hall is behind scheri'de due to excavation problems and its
completion may be delayed.

Consumer Corner

Check that warranty
by Lori M c D o n o u g h
Picture this: The photo
finish is now official; you've
just hit the daily double.
Suddenly your mind is bogged
down with ideas of how to
spend your $300 winnings.
You decide to bank most of it,
but you’re going to splurge just
a bit, and buy yourself that
watch you’ve wanted for so
long. You purchased what you
believe to be a good brand;
however, after several months
the watch begins to break
down. Soon it doesn’t work at
all. You search frantically for
that piece of paper that can help
you get a refund—what is it
called?—a warranty; and then
you remember that you threw
it out.
Does this situation sound
familiar? Maybe you weren’t
lucky enough to win the daily
double, but more than likely
you’re one of those indifferent
consumers who doesn’t even
look at warranties, never mind
fill them out.
If so, then wake up. The
type of warranty offered can be
an important factor when
shopping, and if understood
properly can be used as an
effective redress from a
defective product.
Under the Magnuson-Moss
Warranty Act, effective since
1977, warranties on consumer
products costing more than
$15 must be available for your
inspection before you buy the
product. However, the act
d o esn ’t m andate that a
company offer a warranty.
There are basically two
types of warranties; implied
and written. An implied
warranty is a right granted to
cverv consumer bv state law

rather than by a company.
There are several implied
warranties, the most common
being the ‘w arranty of
merchantibilitv,’ which means
that a product must be fit for
whatever it is expected to do.
Tor example, if you purchase a
typewriter you expect it ro
type. If it doesn’t, you’re
entitled by law ro get your
money back.
Very similar to this is the
warranty of fitness for a
particular purpose. If a seller
advises you that a product is fit
for a certain purpose, such as a
sleeping bag designed for
below zero weather, then the
product must live up to the
seller’s claims. If it doesn’t, you
have a valid com plaint;
however, it is difficult to prove.
There are also two types of
written warranties, full and
limited. When a product carries
a full warranty, a defective
product will be fixed at no
charge within a reasonable time
after you complain. If the
product cannot be fixed, you
are entitled to a new one, or
you can get your money back.
Also, if the product is large,
like a stereo, you will not be
expected to ship the stereo to
the manufacturer by your own
means.
The most important thingro

rem em ber about a full
warranty is that it does not
have to cover every part of the
product. Be aware that you will
have to pay to fix the sound of a
TV, in which the full warrant)’
covers only the picture rulx\
Your protection is not as
extensive with a limited
warranty. Eor example, a
limited warranty may ask you
to return a heavy product ( e.g.
stereo ) to the store or
manufacturer for repair. It maxonly cover-parts, not labor, and
it may even charge for
handling. Also, the longer
you’ve owned the product, the
smaller the refund you receive.
A product can carry more
than one written warranty. Tor
example, it can carry a full
warranty on one part of the
product, while a limited
warranty covers the rest.
Always check warranties when
shopping. If a condition isn’t
spelled our in writing, then it
doesn’t exist. Don’t be taken in
by a sales clerk’s promises
about a warranty. They could
be invalid when you need the
service for the product. Aboveall, shop around; find the best
warranty available. After all,
it’s your money, and it might
be a long time before you hit
the daily double again.

Eligibility rules for
vets announced
The X J state legislature
announced its e lig ib ility
guidelines for the 1980-81 \ j
V eteran s Tuition C redit
Program.
Information and applications
are available at M S C ’ s
Veterans Office, Room 217 in

College Hall, at 8 9 3 -5 180, and
the department of higher
education at (609)984-7027.
Application forms must be
filed along with a completed
D|> form 214 by March 15,
1981 to lx- considered for
spring payment.
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Campus Police Repon

Man arrested for
pot possession
by Chris Carroll
An 18-year-old nonsrudent
was arrested on Sept. 27 for
possession of over 25 grams of
marijuana. The arrest was
made at 8:24 pm by sgt.
Charles Giblin in Lot 14.
While on patrol, Giblin and
officer Debra Newcom be
observed three vehicles in Lot
14 and recognized one vehicle,
a white van, as being chased
from the campus on numerous
occasions. Giblin appro ached
the van after all the occupants
had exited and noticed four
plastic bags on the floor of the
v e h ic le . U p o n fu rth e r
investigation, Giblin said, it
was ascertained that the
substance in the bags “ was
believed to bemarijuana.” Also
found in the van was a bag
containing dried mushrooms,
he said. 1 he owner_of the van
was then placed under arrest
for possession of over 25 grams
of marijuana. He was taken to
campus police headquarters,
fingerprinted, photographed,
and released on $200 bail
pending a court appearance,
( iiblin said.
A male exchange student
was struck on the back of the
head in the Line Arts Building
in an attempted robbery on
Sept. 15 at 3:08 pm. The
student was walking when he
was struck from behind with a
blunt instrum ent by an
unidentified male in an attempt
to steal the cassette recorder he
was carrying, the report said.
The student struggled with the
assailant, yelled for help, and
the assailant fled. The student
described the assailant as being
approximately 23-24 years
old, 5 feet 10 inches tall, with a
slight beard and shoulder
length brown hair. Officer
Charles Jones filed the report.
A theft of a wallet from the
women’s locker facility in
Panzer Gym occurred on Sept.
24 at 9:20 pm. A male,
described as being o f college
age and wearing a green shirt,
allegedly harassed one woman
then stoic another woman’s
pocketbook. The victim of the
theft chased the male and
recovered her pocketbook, but
the wallet was missing.
Tw o vehicles were involved

in an accident on Carlisle Rd.
on Sept. 26 at 1:26 pm. One
vehicle, while attempting to
turn off Carlisle Rd. towards
Lot 6, was struck from the rear
by another vehicle trying to
exit the campus. The two
occupants of the car turning off
Carlisle Rd. complained of
neck pain due to the rear end
c o l l i s i o n , b u t r e fu s e d
treatment. No summons was
issued at the time of the
accident, bur it is under
investigation by Giblin.
T i m o t h y P u c ilo w s k i
reported his motorcycle stolen
from Lot 12 on Sept. 23.
Pucilowski parked his 1977
Kawasaki there in the morning
and when he returned at 3:05
pm found it missing. Officer
James Fassnacht filed the
report.

Cancer
kills
prof
According to the Rutger’s
Observer, six cases of cancer
am ong the u n iv e r s ity ’ s
employes, including the death
of one professor, have been’
lin k e d to a tm o s p h e r ic
conditions within Smith I fall, a
classroom facility of Rutger’s
University Newark. At least
40 o ther' employes have
contracted ailments ranging
from headaches to tuberculosis.
Improper maintenance, poor
ventilation, and plumbing leaks
are under su sp icio n as
contributing causes to the
p ro b le m . T h e s c h o o l ’ s
Institute for Animal Behavior,
situated on the fourth floor of
the building, has been cited as a
possible cause of contaminat
ion.
A final report by the health
department is due at the end of
the month.
HIGH EARNINGS
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS
National Travel and Marketing Co. seeks
Highly Motivated Individual to represent its
Collegiate Travel Vacations on your Campus.
No exp. nec. Will Train.
Call (212) 855-7120 or
Write Campus Vacation Associations,
26 Court St..Brooklyn, N.Y. 11242.

UN ITED P A R C E L SER V IC E

Part Time Employment
S a d d leb ro o k Locating
L oading and U nloading

Hours
Mon.-Fri.

11 AM-3 PM
5PM-9PM
11PM 3AM

$5.51 hour—*$9.19 hour
Apply Tues. and Thurs. 9AM-4PM
AT
St. Athanasios Church
51 Paramus Road, Paramus.
Or Call 864-2810 Ex. 255

he MSC Jewish Student Union
SPONSORS: (ONCE AGAIN)

ISRAELI
DANCING
1st and 3rd Tues. of each month
beginning Oct. 7 in Ballroom C of the
Student Center. 8 - 9:30 pm
y je lC 0 ^ 6
V*
o a .
rrvr
Students - .50*
Others - .75<P

DATES:
O ct. 7 & 21
NOV. 4 & 18
D ec 2 & 16

The camera or car you are
looking for may be in the
classified section!

I lie Montclnrion

Teach-in tom orrow
Five groups that oppose
draft registration will he the
guests of .Montclair Students
For Peace MSP at a teach-in
roinmorrow from 9 am - 3 pm
in Student ( ’enter Ballrooms A
anil B. The groups are X J
Students
Against
Nuclear
Kncrgy SANK, X J (Coalition

Against Registration and the
D r a ft C A R D , N ew man
I louse, War Register’s League,
and American Friends Service
Committee.
A speaker at the teach-in,
which will include workshops,
is Ai Swenson, program
coordinator for X J SA X F.

“ The purpose of the teach-in
and discussion will he to make
people aware of the real
potential of a draft after the
electio n s in N o v e m b e r,"
Swenson said in a telephone
interview. “ I think the mood in
Washington is for L’S troops to
get involved in the Persian
(iu lf area to protect our oil
interests and to complete the
massive operation they have
planned; they’ll need a draft,’’

he said.
A ccording to Selective
Service reports, approximately
four million males have
registered, bur those who did
not could face a five year prison
term and a S10.000 fine if
caught.
With the large number of
eligible males, chances of being
caught for not registering are
slight, according to Sw enson.

When you need some
notes at3:00a.m .,you find out
who your friends are.

I liur.,( )ct.2,1 9S’().7.

Chinese
visit

MSC
A 10 m em ber A d ult
Education Delegation from
China passed through MSC on
Sept. 23. They are part of a
tour that will take them from
X Y to Los Angeles, CA, with
stops in Maryland, Washing
ton, DC, Indiana and Utah.
Ray J. Ast, administrative
director of M SC’s center of
adult continuing education,
said, the delegation came to
learn about M SC’s Adult
Education Program. "We are
i sure we will learn something
new,” Ji Xiaolin, deputy
division chief and assistant to
C hina’s vice m inister o f
education, said.
In the library of the ( ’enter
for Adult Education, located at
the Lecge House at 860 Valley
Rd. the delegates listened to
p resentations from four
members of .MSC’s adult
education staff. I he presentat
ions were translated into
Chinese by two interpreters
attending the entou rage.
Xiaolin was impressed by the
large collection o f materials in
the adult education library. He
said they don’t have anything
like it in China.
The delegates’ day began
with breakfast ar the home of
Dr. David W'.D. Dickson,
MSC president, who addressed
the group on the importance of
adult education.

Part Time
Public Relations Work
A prominent Public Relations
Firm needs ambitious, articulate
and neat College Students looking
for the ideal part-time job.
Flexible Hours, Good Pay.
Please Call: Bob Scherer.
746-7778.

North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization
450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WA YNE. NJ 07470

• V D Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
• Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information
You left the notes for
chapter 6 in the library. A sure
sign that tomorrows test will
be heavy with questions from
chapter 6. Someone you know
is about to get a phone call.
He’s not going to like it, but he’s
going to come through. When
this is over, do something
special for him. Tonight, let it
be Lowenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here’s to good friends.
c 1980 Beer brewed in U S A by Miller Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

278-4500
North Jersey
Gynecological Center

ABORTION SERVICES
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete
Gynecological Care
call 375-0800 For Im m ediate Appt.
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR
HOURS 9AM-5PM MON -SAT AMPLE PARKING
40 UNION AVE., SUITE 104, IRVINGTON. NJ
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Strikers
honored for
efforts
N ew life has been pumped back into college students. At
least those in N J. And it is long overdue.
It has been too longsincestudents have fought and rallied
for what they believe in. It has been too long since T he
Montclarion ,thc S G A , and the faculty have agreed on an
issue and worked together to achieve a goal.
And when you think about it, was it really all that
difficult a task? All it starred with was a little organization, a
little rime, and a few people with a lot o f heart and a
contagious enthusiasm that fireballed to six other
institutions. It spread alright, and the finished product was
dynamic.
So, isn’t it a great feeling to take a stand and not sit back
waiting for someone else to fight for your rights. And isn’t
it terrific when y ou ’re successful in your efforts? We think
so.
At this time we would like to extend sincere
congratulations to the many students who walked the
picket lines on Friday and M onday, and also to those who
helped us rally in I renton. We hope your scratchy voices
and aching feet are healed by now.
We would also like to congratulate the SC* A whose long
hours o f planning, strategy making, emergency meetings
and poster printing, paid o ff in the end. And to those S G A
members who spoke at other college student governm ent
meetings and convinced them to join M SC on the
bandwagon to Trenton, our hats come o ff to you.
We extend our gratitude to the A T T, the faculty senate
and the rest o f the faculty for standing behind us when we
needed them.
Lastly, we offer congratulations to M eryl Yourish who
three weeks ago suggested to the S G A legislature that she
chair a special com m ittee to investigate the M erlino bill. It
was M eryl’s hope to take rhe first step in stamping our the
"m e " generation born in the ’ 7 0 ’s and making it the "w e "
generation o f the ’8 0 ’s.
We hope it’s the first step o f many to come.
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On Second Thought/Meryl Yourish

Reading between the lines
Wc did it. I still have a hard
time believing it, but wedid it.
The students of this college
(and six others) stood up and
told the state legislature that
we’re nor going to stand for
any more garbage. We arc not
going to calmly accept unjust
legislation. From now on,
they’re going to havero ask for
our approval before they pass
any legislation coniccrning
state colleges.
Wc arc standing, I think, on
the brink of a new era of
activism. Wc have shown that
wc can make our point
peacefully and loudly enough
so that wc arc not ignored.
I am very pleased with the
students of this college. You
made rhe boycott work. The
faculty members were great
too. For the first time in a long
time, every sector of the college
community united to fight for
our rights—students, faculty,
and even the administration.
O K. 1 have had enough of
seriousness. Time to lighten up
a little..
There were quite a few
phrases running around this
past week that needed a little
translation. I’ll tell you what
they were and translate for
you. After several years on rhis
paper, I think I’m well versed
in administratione.se.

“ I think the students are
striking over a very selfserving
issue.”...T. Edward Hollander,
chancellor o f higher education.
Translation: I think you’re
all acting like selfish, spoiled
brats and you deserve a
spanking. Don’t you rcaliz.ethc
’ 6 0 ’s arc dead? Besides,
nobody cares what students
have to say anyway.
“ The faculty supports
y ou .”....Marco l.acatena. X /
president o f the American
Federation o f Teachers A F T .
Translation: We’re going
out on strike in the spring, and
we’re not dummies. Wc want
your support.
“ I don’t support rhe strike,
but I support the objective.”...
Dr. David IT. D. Dickson, MSC
president.
Translation: It’s about time
you kids woke up and started
protecting your rights. I’d
strike too, but I'd lose my job.
“Our stu dents have to know
the issues thoroughly before
they go on strike. Besides, it’s
Princeton Weekend. ''...Rut
gers College SGA president.
Translation: Our students
arc too stupid to know what’s
going on, and we’re nor
striking Ixxause wc didn’t
think of it first. Besides, wc
don’t care if the world is
blowing up. We’re not gonna

miss the Princeton game.
“Wc don’t know if wc can
mobilize a strike in two
d ays.” ... 0///cr state college
S G A ’s.
Translation: We’re going to
wait and sec if your strike
works. That way, if you fall on
your faces, we come out
looking great. Wc can always
jump on the bandwagon on
Monday.
“ What kind of assembly
would wc be if wc bowed to
every pressure group that came
along'"...Albert Burstein.
Translation: Where’s our
money? Non think we’re going
to change our minds without a
few bribes? C ’mon, this is
1980!
“ ...a m a jo r p o litic a l
victory ."...Robert Braun, The
Star-Ledger.
Translation: Damn! Those
kids did it! I don’t believe it!! I
just lost S20!What’s rhis world
coming to, anyway?
There you have it. I hope I
made things a bit clearer for
you. Once you’ve gotten used
to Administrationcsc, it’s not
too hard to tell what they’re
re a lly sa y in g . R ead in g
between the lines is a lot more
fun when you know how to do
_it.__________________
Meryl Yourish is a staff writer
for I'he Montclariou.
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Off the Record
Playing it safe

Tampons are
un‘Rely’able

There won't be much competition in the race for
the state legislature in Boston's 19th Suffolk
District this November. On the Democratic side
will be W illiam F. Galvin, and the Republican
column will feature, you guessed it, William F.
Galvin. It seems that the state representative
decided to swing the odds a little more in his favor
by running in both the Democratic and Republican
primaries. He won them both!

Proctor and Gamble has agreed to launch a major
advertising campaign warning women not to use
their Rely tampons, after two studies showed a
closer association between Rely and toxic shock
syndrome than other tampons.
Toxic shock, a sometimes fatal disease, is
blamed on bacteria. Although some men and
nonmenstruating women are among the victims of
toxic shock, 95 percent of the cases reported
involve women 30 years and under.
• The media campaign, targeted at women
between the ages 18 and 34, will tell women that
they should no longer use Rely tampons. The
campaign is part of an agreement the manufacturer
reached with the Food and Drug Administration,
and will run on 600 TV stations, 350 radio stations,
and in 1,200 newspapers.
At least two lawsuits were filed against the
company last week by women who claim to have
been harmed by using Rely.

Jets grounded
According to US News and World Report, the
Navy is planning to ground a squadron of their first
line fighter planes, the F-14 Tomcats, because it
doesn't have enough people to maintain and fly
them.

He’s doing it
the hard way

Middle class
carries burden

A gentleman by the name of John Brown was
waiting patiently as police arrived in response to a
vandalism complaint in Great Falls, M T last week.
"I did it," Brown confessed, pointing to a window
he just broke. When asked why, Brown answered,
"Because I need a roof over my head and three
square meals a day."
Brown went further, by requesting that he be
taken to the Cascade County jail instead of the city
jail. Why? Because inmates dine only twice a day at
the city jail, which orders out from a nearby fast
food restaurant.
Brown got his wish. He was arrested, charged
with criminal mischief, and taken to the county
jail-where, on Wednesday, he was served roast beef
and mashed potatoes.

\

According to the IRS, a recent report on tax
returns processed during the first seven months of
the year shows that the bulk of the income tax
burden lies with those individuals, couples, and
families whose annual incomes range between
$15,000 and $50,000. Break those figures into
percentages, and it means that 38.2 percent of the
taxpaying population is paying 60.1 percent of the
taxes.

CIA documents
not so secret

It’s too late
to say ‘sorry’

The Washington Post reports that spies of the
Soviet Union needn't worry about getting their
hands on sensitive US military documents, as the
Library of Congress regularly sends copies of all
official documents to the likes of the USSR and
Cuba. Sen. Jim Stasser (D— I N) said he was
"amazed and dismayed" to learn that CIA maps and
atlases, foreign policy position documents, and US
in te llig e n ce assessm en ts were am ong the
publications being sent abroad. What outraged him
the most was an army technical manual outlining
operation and uses of the Lance surface to surface
missile system currently deployed at home and in
Europe. Upon inquiring as to who approved these
shipments, Sasser was told, "No one. Everything is
shipped automatically unless someone objects."

Until recently, a foundry owned by one Richard
Saunders in W ichita, KS was in the business of
fabricating wing flaps for Boeing 747 jets.
According to aviation officials, it was "the most
outstanding foundry in the US.'1An inspector from
th e O c c u p a t i o n a l S a f e t y an d H e a lt h
Administration/OSHA found several safety
hazards however, and Saunders called him a few
choice adjectives and threw him out. Four OSHA
inspectors soon returned, and found a total of 23
violations. The necessary electrical work alone as
demanded by OSHA would have cost Saunders in
excess of $500,000. Rather than fight it out in
court, or comply with the changes, Saunders
elected to close the factory and lay off all the
employes. A spokesman for OSHA reportedly
commented,"We don't understand why he did that,
we could have negotiated."

Information courtesy of AP, Forbes Magazine, The
Spotlight.
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• VD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
• Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
Information

Abortion Procedure«
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete Obstetrical &
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The perfect crime ... it’s
just a m atter of time

b y Bob F rie d m a n

"Well," I said, "whatever it is you
did,
it sure sounds like a hell of a lot
I was reading an old issue of Galaxy
of
fun."
magazine and working on my fourth
He froze, looking at me sharply,
beer of the night-sixth, if you count
the two I had on the way to work- like he just noticed I was there. "What
when the damndest looking car I've did you say?" he asked.
I smiled. "I said it sure sounds like a
ever seen pulled up.
Maybe car is the wrong word. It hell of a lot of fun."
He looked at me even more
didn't look like anything you'd call a
sharply,
taking in my old clothes, mv
car. It looked more like something
some crazy kid with an erector set gray, unshaven face, and the can of
had put together in the dark. There beer in my hand. Then, after a
were bars, rods, mirrors, and antennas minute, he smiled back. "You
sticking out of it in every direction;
lights flashing in about eight
different colors, and popping and
squealing noises like the sounds a
radio makes when you're tuning it
between stations. And the weirdest
part of all was that the damn thing
didn't have any wheels. I could see it
perfectly from my parking booththere are streetlights all over the
place, and the neon sign over Fred's
Bar and Grill down the block is
enough to light up half the city, all by
itself-and, so help me, the thing wouldn't believe me if I told you," he
didn't have any wheels.
said.
I set aside the magazine, climbed
I downed some more beer. "Try me."
out of my booth, and headed across
He paused, then he laughed
the lot towards it. "Hey," I shouted, happily. "Why not?" he said. "Why
"you got a license to drive that thing?" not? I did it. Nobody can catch me
The top opened, sliding.down on now. Nobody!" He stared into my
both sides until it just disappeared, eyes. "What would you say," he asked,
and this slick looking guy in a "if I told you I was from over 100 years
tailored suit got out. He took a few in the future?"
steps forward, seeming sort of dazedI met his stare. "I'd say tell me
his eyes all funny, glassy and bright, more."
like he was drunk or stoned or
He laughed again, louder this time,
something-and then all at once all sounding like he was so pleased with
the confusion disappeared from his himself that he just couldn't stand it.
face and he looked around and started "I," he said, "have just committed the
leaping up and down and shouting perfect crime. The ultimate crime.
with joy. "I'm free!" he cried. "I'm free! I The crime that nobody will ever be
did it! I did it!"
able to solve. I have murdered a m an-

a perfect bore of a man; one whom I
detested with all of my sou l- stolen
several million dollars worth of
diamonds from him, placed them in
this, the time machine invented and
built by his own hands, and escaped,
completely undetected, into the
past." He grinned. His teeth looked
sharp. "You are speaking, sir, to a very
wealthy man. A verv wealthy man!"
I leaned up against a car and slowly
drank the rest of my beer.
"That's a pretty good story," I said

“The ultimate crime. The
crime that nobody will
ever be able to solve. I have
murdered a man—"
quietly when 1 had finished. "A pretty
good story. Now let me tell you one.
Say that sometime in the future-oh,
about 200 years from now-time
m ach in es have becom e pretty
common things. If you have money,
you can buy them, just like you buy
yachts or planes today, and lots of
people have them. Say that a few of
those people come up with the same
idea you had-to commit a crime and
then escape into the past. And say
that the cops, knowing all about this,
invent a gizmo that makes all those
suspicious time machines only land
in certain special places in the past,
where someone's waiting undercover
to catch the crooks." I set the empty
beer can down on the hood of the car

and scratched my chin. "It would all
have to seem pretty normal and
everyday, so people in this time
wouldn't notice anything going on," I
looked out at a passing bus, then back
at him. "A parking lot would do pretty
well, don't you think?" He didn't
answer; his face had gone completely
pale. I went on.
'Now, say that a criminal with a
time machine from earlier in the
future-about 100 years or somanaged to land himself in one of
those places. The cop waiting there
could do one of two things. He could
arrest him, and do what he usually
does-shoot him on the spot. Or he
could just forget about it and let the
man go back to his own time, where
he'd have at least a 50-50 chance of
getting out of it alive." I stopped,
looked at him again. "What do you
think?" I said.
But he didn’t wait around to reply.
He turned and ran, and was back in
that weird car in a flash; the top
hissing shut behind him. There was a
long, whining sound while the
engine, or whatever was in that thing,
warmed up, and then all the different
colored lights started going on ano
off, and then it just disappeared
completely, without leaving so much
as a speck of dirt behind.
I stood there in the middle of the
lot for a while, laughing, thinking
about what a good thing imagination
is, thinking about how maybe
sometimes, if you work at it, there is a
little bit of justice in the world. Then
I went back to the booth and opened
up another beer and finished reading
my magazine.
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Trenton heard

th e m ice th a t ro a re d
by L o u is L a v e lle
According to Marco Lacatena,
president of the NJ Council of the
American Federation of Teachers/
A F T , T . E d w ard H o lla n d e r ,
chancellor of higher education met
early this summer with a select group
of "legislative leaders."
Lacatena claimed Hollander told
the legislators that if they would go
along with a $2 per credit tuition
hike, up to half of the $9 million
accumulated by such a move would
be appropriated to Tuition Aid
G ra n ts/ T A G --a n ifty p ie ce o f
legislation that would directly
benefit these legislators by providing
m ore fin a n c ia l a s s is ta n c e for
students in their constituencies, who
would rather go to expensive private
i n s t i t u t i o n s t h a n , e n te r th e
degenerating state college system.
In June, Hollander met with the Nf
Council of State Colleges/NICSC, a
group comprised of tbe presidents
and chairmen of the boards of the
e ig h t s ta te c o lle g e s , R u tg ers
University, and the New Jersey
Institute of Technology/NJIT, and
told them that if they OKed a tuition
increase, the money would help keep
the state college system solvent by
replacing some of the $23 million cut
from the higher education budget by
NJ Governor Brendan T. Byrne.

After this meeting, the state
college presidents were left with the
impression that most of the money
from the tu itio n h ik e would
eventually be returned to the state
college system. On July 28, N( senate
president Joseph P. Merlino (D- 13th
district) and Sen. Matthew Feldman
(D-37th district) introduced S. 1430, a
companion bill to A. 1972, to the
senate. On August 4, the bill passed
the senate by a vote of 32 -0.
Hollander had seven days, between
July 28 and August 4, to inform the
state college presidents that there
was legislation in the senate to
reassign up to half the tuition hike
money to T A G - yet he chose not to.
The board of higher education can
implement any tuition hike without
anyone's approval, as long as it's
consistent with the board policy of
charging students no more than 30
percent the cost of their education,
which this summer's hike is. So why
did Hollander meet with those
"legislative leaders" and the NJCSC
before the hike was implemented?
"Very often, as an act of courtesy,
the chancellor will meet with the
le a d e rs h ip s of th e e d u ca tio n
committees when he plans to propose
something that will effect their
c o n s t it u e n c ie s ," Larry M arcus,
assistant to the chancellor, said. As
far as a clandestine meeting between

Hollander and any members of the
legislature is concerned, he said, "We
‘ don't do things that way down here."
H ollander was u n av ailab le for
comment.
But why, if what Lacatena said is
true, did Hollander blatantly lie to
the presidents of the state colleges by
telling them the tuition hike money
would pay for improvements on the
individual campuses when he had
already told the "legislative leaders"
th a t h alf would go to TAG?
According to Lacatena, because he
needed it to bail out a $4.2 million
deficit in the TAG account due to
o v e r e n r o llm e n t (from 2 9 ,0 0 0
students last year to 47,000 this, the
second year of the program) and poor
forecasting based on new eligibility
ru le s —a d e fic it, L acaten a said,
Hollander's "directly responsible for."
"Wrong," Marcus said, "Marco is
wrong. The money from the tuition
hike (if Assembly Bill A. 1972 was
passed) is going toward the TAG
budget for this year; not a penny is
going to pay the deficit." Marcus
explained that the money to repay
the deficit will come from $1,565
million from the Higher Education
Assistance Fund (or Loan Fund) and
from monies left over from last year's
higher education budget from "here,
there and everywhere."
TAG offers grants to students with

family incomes of up to $27,000 if
they fulfill a battery of eligibility
criteria. The bill, if it were passed,
would allow TAG to increase the size
of its awards to 26,000 of the 48,000
NJ students it now serves. If not,
about 4,000 low income students will
have been denied tuition assistance
needed to cover this summer's
increase.
Everything Marcus said doesn't
deny the fact th at TA G , by
admissions of its director, John
Reeves, aides students in all sectors
of the higher education community.
Two million of TAG's $28 million
budget went to send NJ students to
out of state colleges last year.
At the board's July meeting, when
Hollander proposed TAG tables that
would give only 10 percent of the
tuition hike money to TAG, Dr.
Jerome Pollack, president of Fairleigh
Dickinson University/FDU(a private
institution) and a member of the
board suggested that the board
adhere to its November 1978 policy
and give half the tuition hike money
to TAG. Hollander insisted that TAG
didn't need that much, however the
le g isla tu re thou ght d ifferen tly .
Marcus said, the legislature rejected
those tables because only the most
needy were going to receive increases
over last year's allocation, whereas
the legislature wanted an across-the-
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board increase. It then proposed the
50 percent figure in the bill
NJ is now operating on year-old
TAG tables, which means that if the
student received $736 for financial
aid last year, and tuition was
increased to $800 (both actual
amounts based on two, 16 credit
semesters), he would still only
receive $736 in aid. If the bill was
p a sse d M o n d a y , new ta b le s
retroactive to September would have
to be negotiated by the board and the
legislature. If not, both groups will
have had to make due with what they
have--10 percent of the tuition hike
money, or $900,000.
If "an amount not less than $3
million and not to exceed 50 percent"
of this summer's tuition hike is to go
to the TAG program, as the bill
proposes, and TAG, by its own
admission, grants financial aid to NJ
students attending out of state
colleges, then, under the bill, a fairly
large portion of the tuition hike
money must inevitably end up
outside the state college system. The
fact is that only about half of all
college students in NJ attend state
colleges. This means that, under the
bill, a tax on half of the higher
education community will go to aid
college students throughout the
state-a part paying for the benefit of
the whole.
The ironic part about the bill is
that it asks state college students to
absorb a tuition hike, the second in
two years, so TAG could increase the
size of its grants to students paying
this higher tuition. Why, student
leaders ask, take the money out of the
state college system in the form of a
tuition increase, if it's only going to

be returned in the form of TAG
grants?No reasonable answers have
issued forth from Trenton as of yet.
Everything Marcus said doesn't
deny the fact that, regardless of where
the money goes, it is still being taken
from the state colleges-that's money
that was promised to them for
improvements on the individual
campuses. How much: At MSC, the
loss could go anyw here from
$231,000 to $326,000; Trenton State
College/TSC from $ 1 7 7 ,0 0 0 to
$ 2 4 9 ,0 0 0 ; Je r s e y C ity S ta te
College/JCSC from $139,000 to
$195,000; Stockton State College
/SSC from $84,000 to $119,000;
Glassboro State College/GSC from
$170,000 to $239,000; William
P a t e r s o n C o lle g e / W P C fro m
$ 1 9 7 ,0 0 0 to $ 2 7 7 ,0 0 0 ; Ramapo
College from $67,000 to $94,000;
Kean College from $191,000 to
$269,000; NJIT from $184,000 to
$ 2 5 9 ,0 0 0 ; and 'R u tg e rs from
$1,560,000 to $2,198,000.
Now is that any way to treat the
only sector of the higher education
community that actually underspent
its TAG budget last year? That's right;
NJ students attending the state
colleges, Rutgers, and NJIT were
slated for $12,708,000 in TAG grant
last year, but only $12,390,020 was
awarded--that's $317,980 less than
anticipated. NJ students attending
county colleges overspent their TAG
budget by $ 1 ,4 8 2 ,5 4 5 ; p rivate
colleges by $2,246,191; and out of
state colleges by $1,322,510.
That's an admittedly lopsided
synopsis of the two sides of the TAG
controversy. On the one hand are the
AFT joined by state college students
yelling "foul" because they think

their hard earned tuition money is
going to pay for Trenton's mistakes.
On the other hand are the higher
e d u c a tio n b u re a u c ra ts y e llin g
"misinformation" when the state
co lleg e stu d en ts y e llin g "fo u l"
refused to go to class and became
vocal enough to attract a barage of
bad press for Trenton. Part of the
strategy of the strike organizers was,
in fact, to create enough of a ruckus
to interest major news gathering
agencies so that an unknowing
l e g i s l a t o r , s e e i n g h a l f h is
c o n s t i t u e n c y p r o t e s t i n g an
unpopular bill on network news,
might thinktw ice before voting for or
against it.
What's also interesting is the way
higher education bureaucrats went
about denouncingthestudent strikes
at MSC, TSC, SSC, WPC, Ramapo,
Rutgers, and NJIT. Assemblyman
Albert Burstein (D-37th district), a
sponsor of the bill, called them,
"illogical, selfdefeating, very foolish,
and nonpersuasive." An aid to the
Assembly Education Committee was
quoted in T h e N ew Y ork T im es (Sept.
27) as saying, "The legislature is
taking a bum rap on this one.
Without this bill a lot of poor kids
from families earning less than
$13,500 a year will have to eat their
tuition increases. The students who
are striking are basically striking
against their fellow students." In the
eyes of many, that's petty name
calling, a guilt trip, and a feeble
attempt on the part of the legislature
to "divide and conquer" the student
body.
From the other side of the
ed u catio n e sta b lish m e n t cam e
statements from Donald S. Rosser,

assistant director for com m unicat
io n s fo r th e NJ E d u c a t io n
A ssociation/N JE A , and C harles
Marciante, president of the NJ
A F L C IO . R o s s e r sa id , " I t is
devastating to expect the students to
bail out the chancellor of higher
education because he underbudgeted
the (TAG) account by millions of
dollars." Marciante said, "Students at
the state run colleges were assured
that their $9 million in tuition hikes
this year would be used to improve
h igher ed u catio n fa c ilite s and
program s at th e ir r e s p e c tiv e
in s t it u t io n s . Now our h ig h er
eduation officials want to arbitrarily
take a sizeable portion of those funds
and ship them to out of state
colleges."
A ssem blyw om an Jane Burgio
(R25th district) said, "I don’t think it's
fair to make state college students
pay for the mistakes made by the
department of higher education," and
Assemblyman Carl Orechio (R-271h
district) said, "I'm definitely opposed
to the bill and I will definitely vote
against it." Assemblyman Vincent
Pellechia (D-36th district) even
vowed to walk the students' picket
line at WPC on Monday, although no
co n firm a tio n or denial of his
appearance was made by that school
by press time.
Burstein himself, when asked what
he thought of all this hoopla about a
state-wide student strike to protest
the bill, was said to have posed one of
the most politically unutterable
questions heard in a long time. He
asked, "If we responded every time we
were pressured, we wouldn't be much
of an Assembly, would we?"

Evolution of a strike
(Ju ly 17)— Hollander meets with NJCSC at
Princeton University.
He tells the state college presidents that a $2
per credit tuition increase at their respective
institutions will help keep the state college
system solvent by replacing part of the $23
million cut from this year's higher education
budget by the governor, and will help improve
facilities and programs at each individual
campus. No mention yet of plans to reassign up
to half of the $9 millionaccumulated by such a
move to the TAG program, or a $4.2 million
deficit in same. NJCSC agrees to the tuition
hike.
(July 18) -At Hollander's urging the board
approves a tuition hike at the eight state
colleges. Hollander proposed TAG tables that
would reassign 10 percent of the tuition hike
money to TAG. Dr. lerome Pollack, president
of FDU and a member of the board, suggests
that the board follow its November 1978 policy
and assign half the tuition hike money to TAG,
but Hollander insists that it isn’t necessary.
(Ju ly 28) -NJ senate president, Joseph P.
Merlino |D-I3th district! and Sen. Matthew
Feldman (D-37th district] introducedS. 1430 to
the senate. The bill would have Hollander
transfer to TAG "an amount not less than $3
million and not to exceed 50 percent of
revenues anticipated from any tuition increase
at each institution imposed during 1980."
(A u gu st 4)--NJ Senate votes on S. 1430, a
companion bill to A. 1972, passing it
unanimously and sendng it on to the Assembly
for committee consideration.
(S ep tem b er 3J--AFT releases advance
proof of a story dealing with A. 1972, an da joint
news release issued by the AFT, Rutgers
chapters of the American Association of

U n iv ersity Professors/AAUP, and the
Professional Staff Association/PSA of N[IT
condeming the bill. Among other things, the
AFT release called the bill, "an indirect subsidy
( to the tune of $5 million'] of out of state
colleges at the expense of the students who
attend in state institutions,"and warned of
"grave results."
(S ep tem b er 1 6 )-The NICSC drafts a
letter, to be sent to both houses of the
legislature, protesting the use of the tuition
hike money to offset the TAG deficit. The
letter said the transfer of funds would, "set a
terrible precedent for the future," when, in fact,
it happened several times in the past, and
called it a "tax" on state college students.
(S ep tem b er 2 2 )-Student leaders from
several state colleges lobby on the Assembly
floor, urging the defeat of A. 1972. They
succeed in delayingavoteonthe bill one week,
and begin planning for what they hope to be a
statewide boycott of classes by state college
students on Fri., Sept. 26.
(S ep tem b er 23)-Brian Cige, SGA
president at MSC, decides at 4:30 pm to call a
strike for 7:30 am Friday. An emergency
meeting of the SGA legislature is attended by
r e p r e s e n t it i v e s from T r e n t o n S ta te
College/TSC, Ramapo, College and the NJ
Institute of Technology/NJIT to discuss the
possibility of joining the strike effort. Dr.
james Keenen, president of AFT Local 1904,
drafts a letter to faculty pledging union
support of the strike, and Dick Hicks, a state
representative of the AFT, reiterated Keenen's
sentiments to the students. Kathleen Wilkens,
president of the faculty senate, told student
leaders that the senate supports their cause,
and Jean Armstrong, dean of students, told the
congregation, "Show them through your
strength in numbers that it is an inadvisable

bill to pass." Cige said, "There is no other
recourse at this time." As strike organizers in
the SGA office ran off letters, flyers, and press
releases by the thousands, SGA legislator
Meryl Yourish, the leading proponent of the
strike, proclaimed, "Maybe this is the activism
of the '80's; maybe we can call this the " we"
decade."
(S ep tem b er 24)-On the fourth floor of
the Student Center at 7:30 am, "STRIKE" in 3
foot high letters is being taped to the mall side
windows. SGA legislators move out in force to
litter the campus with boycott literature and
begin setting up tables for SGA Information
Day. Keenen's letter reaches faculty
mailboxes, T h e llergen Record becomes the
first major newspaper to carry the story, and
TV Three is on hand to interview Cige. SGA
lead ers tra v el to W illia m P aterso n
College/WPC in an effort to drum up support
for the strike there.
(S ep tem b er 25)-T h e M ontchirion carries
news of the impending strike to MSC students;
other newspapers follow suit. A massive media
blitz is underway in the SGA office, with strike
organizers phoning newspapers, wire services,
and TV stations to inform them of tomorrow's
walkout. State legislators receive a calvacade
of calls asking for their support; approximately
12 vow to oppose bill A. 1972 when it comes up
for consideration on the assembly floor
Monday. Boththe NIEA and the state AFL-CIO
pledge their support of the boycott. On the
evening of the strike, the SGA office is strewn
with wtxid, paper, and paint as tomorrow's
picketers prepare for a day on the line.
(S ep tem b er 26) -Angrv students earrving
signs and chanting "No way-we wont pay"
block the two entrances to the campus, and
turn away 90 percent of the student body tying
up traffic for miles. Wilkens, Keenen, and

several faculty joined them in midmorning.
The signs read "Merlino plays TAG with
himself" and "Register to vote against
Merlino." Canceled classes and empty parking
lots were the order of the day. T he Star-Ledger
and T he Herald News both carried the story of
the strike. Student leader^ from MSC went to
Ramapo, Kean, and VVI'C convincing their
student governments to loin the strike effort
on Monday.
(S ep tem b er 28) NIIT, SSC, and WPC
attend the second emergency legislative
meeting of the SGA in the past week to begin
planning their strategy tor tomorrow's march
on the capitol. Six ofthe seven striking schools
agree to send delegates to lobby on the
assembly floor Monday. TSC students plan to
march to the statehouse from their nearby
campus and protest there at 1 pm.
(S ep tem b er 29) Representatives from
sis state colleges and NJIT arrived in Trenton
at 9 am, while approximately 20,000 students
at their respective campuses hovcottcd classes
and rallied in protest of A.1972. At noon, the
assembly was called to order and by 1 pm
approximately 300 students had gathered
outside the state house. On the assembly floor,
opposition to the bill mounted until at about
3:30 pm. Republican leaders issued a
memorandum to the students outside saving
they would not support the much disputed bill.
By 4:30 pm they had achieved what T he Star
Ledger called "a major political victory" when
Assemble speaker Christopher lackman |D
33rd district) agreed to remove A. 1972 from
consideration, and set up a meeting between
student representatives, Hollander, and
Burstein. As student leaders returned to their
respective campuses with news of their
victory, picket lines across the state disbanded
for the last time.
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A lth o u g h q u o tin g t e l e v i 
s io n is n o t w h o lly u n lik e
u o tin g c o m ic b o o k s; it
oes s e rv e it's p u rp o s e a t
tim e s . I t e n t e r t a in s an d we
h o p e th e fo llo w in g w ill to o .
W e ju s t th o u g h t w e'd th ro w
th e s e in , so y o u h a v e
s o m e th in g to s a y a t b o rin g
p a r tie s .

3

"Who loves you, baby 1"-Kojak
"Missed it by that much"~Get
Smart
"He's dead, Jim"-Stur T rek
"One of these days, Alice"-H on eym oon ers
"Wah!"-/ L ov e Lucy
"I'm Chevy Chase and you're not"~
Saturday Night Live
"Jane, you ignorant slut"-,1S aturday
N ight Live
"Don't drink the milk, it'sspoiled"Lit tie Rascals
"God'll get you for thnt"-Maude
"Stifle yourself, Edith"-/!// In T he
Fam ily
"Oscar, Oscar, Oscar "-T he Odd
C ouple
"Say good night D ick"-Laugh-In
"And here's Johnny'-Tonight Show
"Oh, W ilbur'-T he Mr. Ed Show
"I love it when you speak French"T h e A dam s Fam ily
"Great Caesar's ghost"-Superman
"Good Evening"-/!/free/ H itch cock
"Who was that masked man'."-The
Lone Ranger

T h e re is n o th in g m o re
e m b a r r a s s in g t h a n tr y in g
to im p re s s s o m e o n e b y
th ro w in g a ro u n d r a t h e r
la rg e w o rd s a n d m is p ro u n c in g th e m . L is te d b elow a re
so m e o f th e m o s t o f te n
m is p r o u n c e d w o rd s u sed
to d a y . P r a c t i c e th e m . W e'd
h a te to see y o u p u t y o u r
f o o t in y o u r m o u th m o re
th a n y o u h a v e to .
bourgeois-often confused 'as a
color somewhat close to turquoise,
bourgeois, pronounced (boor-zhwa),
originally referred to a freeman of a
medieval town, a member possessing
the characteristic traits or viewpoint
of the bourgeoisie (middle class].
quay-No, this has nothing to do
with the phrase "Que pasa man?"
Quay, pronounced (key), is a wharf,
usually of concrete or stone, with
facilities for loading and unloading
ships.
buoy-Wrong again. I suppose you
thought this was the surname of
Broadway's Elephant Man, David
Bowie. Buoy, pronounced (boi), is a
floating object anchored in a lake to
warn of upcoming rocks.
quiche-got ya! No, this has nothing
to do with Charo's quiche, quiche,
coo. A quiche, pronounced (keesh), is
a cheese pie.
chic-N o, not a baby chicken. If you
are chic, pronounced (sheekj, you
nave a smart elegance in your style
and dress.
debonaire-OK, this was your last
chance and you blew it. No, this is not
someone who counteracts with a denone-ee. Someone who is debonaire,
pronounced |deb-a-nar), is of good
race or breed, is affable, genial and
courteous.
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And you thought you l
Y o u p ro b a b ly b e lie v e t h a t th e co lle g e
e d u c a tio n y o u a re r e c e iv in g n o w w ill
e q u ip y o u w ith a ll th e k n o w led g e
n e c e s s a r y to b e co m e a h u g e s u c c e s s
u p o n g r a d u a tio n . To so m e e x t e n t , th is is
tr u e . H o w ev er, th e r e a r e o th e r b o d ies o f
k n o w led g e t h a t m a y o r m a y n o t be
o ffe re d in a c la s s r o o m c u r r ic u lu m . T h e
fo llo w in g catégoriel» l i s t in f o r m a tio n
t h a t co lle g e s tu d e n ts s h o u ld k n o w o r
h av e a t le a s t h e a rd of b efo re
g r a d u a tio n . Som e y o u m a y re c o g n iz e ;
o th e r s y o u m a y n o t. T e s t y o u r
a w a re n e s s , a n d f in d o u t w h a t y o u k n ow .
Y o u m a y be in f o r a few s u rp ris e s .

T h e fo llo w in g l i t e r a r y
q u o te s n o t o n ly w ill m a k e
y o u s o u n d li t e r a t e , b u t y o u
n e v e r kn ow w hen on e
m ig h t c r o p up on a n e x a m .
O th e r t h a n t h a t , th e y a r e
u s e f u l w h e n a tte m p tin g to
p ro v e to f rie n d s an d
p a r e n ts , t h a t y o u h a v e
l e a r n e d s o m e t h i n g in
co lle g e .
"I think therefore I am"-Descartes
"It was the best of times; it was the
worst of tim es'-C harles Dickens,
T ale of Two C ities
"God is dead"-Nietschze
"Nietschze is dead"-God
"So it g o e s "-K u rt Vonnegut,
S laughterhou se Five
"To be or not to be"-Shakespeare,
H am let
"Twas brillig and the slithy toves
did gyre and gimble in the wabe"Lewis Carroll, la h b erw o ck y
" T h a r s h e b lo w s"--H e rm a n
Melville, M oby D ick
"The reports of my death have been
greatly exaggerated"-Mark Twain
"There's a unicorn in the garden"James Thurber
"The end justifies the means"Machiavelli
"I was cold, drunk and dirty and so
was she"-Stan Godlewski
"The story flies liest that has a
villain for one wing and a hero for the
other"-Norman Mailer
"No man is an island, unto
himself''-John Donne
" O u t , o u t d a m n 'd s p o t " - Shakespeare, M acbeth
"Elementary, my dear W atson"Sherlock Holmes
"Take me home to Tara'-G ’one
W ith th e W ind
"A loaf of bread, a jug of wine, and
thou'-O m ar Khayyam
"Hell is other people"-Jean Paul
Sartre
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T h e fo llo w in g r
q u o te s a re o ld ie :
g o o d ie s , t h a t w e
a t t r i b u t e d to th e
a u th o rs o r th e v
c h a r a c t e r s . T h is s
h e lp t o k e e p th e m s ti
a n a a ls o a ffo rd th e i
s o m e la u g h s . I f y o u 'r
a t im p re s s io n s th is
h e lp y o u r r e p e r to ir e

"I practice a lot when I'm
Woody Allen, L ove an d Dea
" "-M arcel Marceau
"By George, I think she's go
Fair Lady
"Frankly, my dear, I don'
dam n"-Rhett Butler, C o n e V
W ind
"Stella!!"-Tennessee Willi
Streetcar N am ed D esire
"May the Force be with yo
Guiness, Star Wars
"He's not as tough as he t
Robert Redford, T h e Sting
"Neither are we"-Paul N
T h e Sting
"My right leg is Christmas, m1
is New Year's. Come up and '
between the holiday." -M ae

"I can't sw im '-Robert 1
"Don't worry about it, the
probably kill you "-Paul N
Butch C assidy an d th e Sonde
"It's twue, it's twue"-JV
Kahn, Blazing Saddles
"I never forget a face, but
case I'll make an exce
Groucho Marx
"I had an orgasm the other
my psychiatrist told me it
wrong kind"-girl, M anhattan
"If at first you don't succe
up, no use making a damn
yourself"-W . C. Fields
"D am m it, Janet"--Brad,
H orror P ictu re Show
"Here's looking at you
Humphrey Bogart, C asablant
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you knew it all...
e t h a t th e co lle g e
c e iv in g n ow w ill
th e k n o w led g e
a huge su ccess
>me e x t e n t , th is is
re o th e r b o d ies o f
o r m a y n o t be
l c u r r ic u lu m . T h e
l i s t in f o r m a tio n
s h o u ld k n o w o r
ard of b e fo re
i m a y re c o g n iz e ;
ro t. T e s t y o u r
it w h a t y o u k n ow .
:w s u rp ris e s .

/

T h e fo llo w in g m o v ie
q u o te s a re o ld ie s b u t
g o o d ie s , t h a t w e o f t e n
a t t r i b u t e d to th e w ro n g
a u th o r s o r th e w ro n g
c h a r a c t e r s . T h is s h o u ld
h e lp t o k eep th e m s tr a ig h t,
a n a a ls o a f fo rd th e r e a d e r
s o m e la u g h s . I f y o u 'r e good
a t im p re s s io n s th is n ig h t
h e lp y o u r r e p e r to ir e .
"I practice a lot when I'm alone"Woody Allen, L ove an d D eath
" "-M arcel Marceau
"By George, I think she's got it "-M y
Fair Lady
"Frankly, my dear, I don't give a
dam n"-Rhett Butler, G o n e W ith the
W ind
"Stella!!"-Tennessee Williams, A
Streetcar N am ed D esire
"May the Force be with you"-Alec
Guiness, Star Wars
"He's not as tough as he thinks,"Robert Redford, T he Sting
"Neither are we"-Paul Newman,
T h e Sting
"My right leg is Christmas, my left leg
is New Year's. Come up and visit me
between the holiday." -M ae W est.
"I can't swim"-Robert Redford,
"Don't worry about it, the fall will
probably kill you "-Paul Newman,
Hutch C assidy an d th e Sundance Kid
"It's twue, it's twue"-Madeline
Kahn, Blazing Saddles
"I never forget a face, but in your
case I'll make an ex cep tio n "Groucho Marx
"I had an orgasm the other day, but
my psychiatrist told me it was the
wrong kind"-girl, M anhattan
"If at first you don't succeed, give
up, no use making a damn fool of
yourself"-W. C. Fields
"D am m it, Janet"--Brad, R o c k y
H orror P icture Show
"Here's looking at you, kid"—
Humphrey Bogart, C asablanca

A t o n e ti m e o r a n o th e r ,
w e all s e c r e tly d e s ir e to be
fa m o u s . T h e fo llo w in g l i s t
o f c o u p le s h a v e le d liv e s
t h a t h a v e m a d e th e m
h o u s e h o l d n a m e s in
c o u n tr ie s a ll o v e r th e
w o rld . G ra b a f rie n d a n d
study them carefully.
P e rh a p s o n e d a y in th e
f u tu r e , th e tw o o f y o u w ill
do s o m e th in g t h a t th e
p u b lic w ill re m e m b e r fo r
y e a rs .
Josephine and Napoleon had one of
the firiest love affairs ever. Both
noted for their voracious sexual
appetites, they loved, loved, and
loved. Josephine, born in the islands,
whored her way into Napoleon's
heart and eventually his kingdom.
She was famous for the muslin
dresses so that they accented her
figure. Many women, following her
lead, died from pnemonia. Napolean
was famous for his womanizing, the
battles he won for France, and his
insatiable ego.
Adolf Hitler and Eva Braun,
another love crazed couple, were
often photographed in bed together
by the Gestapo. Married just a few
minutes before their deaths, they
stayed true to 'Till death do us part.'
Eva was su p p o sed ly to have]
attempted suicide several times!
because Hitler would not make love'i
to her. The tales of their perversions'
disgusted Europe for many years.
R obert R ichard s and R enee
Richards are an inseparable couple in
mind and heart. Rumor has it that
they can almost read each other's
minds. They are however, never seen
together at the same place at the
same time. There were several
accusations made a couple of years
ago, that Robert had committed
suicide and that Renee had possessed
his body, but Renee claims that she is
not a possessive person. "I love
Robert, as myself," Renee was
rumored to have said, "But, he lives
on in me."
Simone de Beauvoir and Jean Paul
Sartre were inseparable companions
until his death earlier this year. Both
p h ilo so p h e rs, S a rtre esp ou sed
existentialism , while she was very
vocal about women's rights. True to
her opinions on a woman retaining
her independence, she never married
or lived with Jean Paul Sartre
although they retained apartments
just around the corner from one
another.
Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald, one of
the most famous couples of the
1920's were madly in love with each
other. Zelda was will known for her
d rinking, her ten d ency toward
insanity, and her attempts and final,
success at suicide. Scott was well’
known, of course for his novels, his,
drinking, and his womanizing. The>
gave up their American heritage fop
many years immediately after World
War I, and lived largely in France.
They were part of the jetset of the
1920's.
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There’s
no place
like Bohn
b y Ju le s K o rz e n io w s k i

he lobby was brightly lit and crowded. I
recognized no one. Selfconsciously I tread past the
300 blankly staring aluminum mailboxes, avoiding
feet and eye contact along the way. Parking myself in
an institutional easy chair in a green and gold padded
lounge, I shoved my face in a book and pretended to
read. I was "home." This was Bohn Hall, where I was to
live for the next two years.
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The transition wasn't too bad
considering I was the only male on
the floor and a representative of the
system at that. I vowed not to mix
work with play and kept my hands to
myself. I also spent a lot of time in the
shower. This went on for several days
and I discovered I had a new thing to
worry about. Then a strange thing
happened.
1 was asleep one night when 1heard
the door to my room open. Now
normally that wouldn't be too
d i s c o n c e r t i n g s i n c e p e o p le
sometimes make errors at night and
it was still early in the semester, or it
could be one of my male friends from
the 13th floor. However, I had locked
my door that night. My hair stood on
end and my testicles disappeared into
my abdomen. My naked body was
sweating profusely. As I waited for
this new experience to unfold I was
blinded by the hall lights. Out of the
white glare emerged three shadowy
figures, one male, two female. "It was
a gang of burglars" I screamed
subvocally. And they had masks over
their heads! "Professionals! They
must want my stereo," I thought. But
horror evaporated into surprise when
one of the females jumped into bed
with me. It seems one of my friends,
not on the 13th floor, but from the
1 1th, had decided to bring me a
surprise. I was still perspiring
profusely, but from different causes.
My room assignment was on the
1 3 th flo o r (T h e s t a t e is n 't
superstitious ), my roommate is yet
unknown. 1 found myself already
praying he wouldn't be some jerk who
blasted his stereo 12 hours a day or
some Don Juan who would be
constantly evicting me while he
consummated another conquest. My
"roomie" didn't show that night.
While waiting for my unknown
cohabitant, I got my meal ticket and
almost broke my neck returning from
my first shower the following
morning. On the third day we had no
water pressure.
The phantom roommate finally
arrived on the third evening. He was a
nice guy, quiet, serious, and polite.
He moved out two days later. I began
to worry again.
My second roomie was also a nice
person. We lived together a whole
week and I saw him twice; once when
he moved in and once when he moved
out. He went to live with his girl, and
I began a minute inspection of my
personal and hygenic habits. Maybe
it was something I did when I slept.
During the first 10 days I got
caught by the elevator doors several
times. It didn't physically get hurt,
but running into doors before an
elevator full of people is humiliating.
I developed a healthy respect for maneating Bohn Hall elevators. Only the
quick survive. Of course there was
another alternative; the stairs. Each
floor has these exits at the endof each
wing. The only problem was the each
stair well led to another part of the
building. Hating crowded man-eating
elevators, I would often descend
th ese card io v a scu lar ex ercisin g
mazes on my way to the cafeteria or
the lobby. Making good time and
often beating the elevators, which
had to stop at each floor during rush
hours, wasn't difficult. But winding
up in the front of the building or on
the first floor when the cafeteria was
on the third and the lobby between
the fifth and sixth floors was almost

as humiliating as running into
elevator doors. Algernon did better
before his mind boosting operation.
Out of breath and temporarily
disoriented, I would march past
in q u is itiv e lo o k in g re s id e n ts
pretending I knew what I was about.
Did you ever walk along a suburban
neighborhood you didn't live in’
That's the way it was when you
walked on someone else's floor.
The food was OK. M ontclair
students were on B plan. I figured that
wasn't so bad since we were paying B
p rice s for our m eal t ic k e ts .
Parenthetically, for those who enjoy
attributing significance to letters or
numbers, the B wouldn't stand for
Bad, but for Bulky; we ate lots of
starch. Here you also had to be quick.
If you couldn't decide what you
wanted to eat, you got dirty looks
while people passed you by. No one
asked for your order here. In the first
several days I would often eat things I
didn't particularly like.
Note: Never get stoned and go to
dinner in the cafe. One night I got
high-around 5:30. I made it to the
cafeteria by 6 pm where a particular
event occurred. There developed an
inverse relationship between the
length of time spent looking at the
food before me and the desirability of
it. After much contemplation, 1
settled on three dishes of quivering
jello and one piece of cake. As I sat
down I arranged the three jellos-one
green, one red, and one orange-in a
semicircle above the cake with pink
icing. The dishes were of yellow
plastic and the tray a loud salmon.
The lights in the room were bright,
the ceiling claustrophobically low
and the noise and movement of
people dizzying. Fifteen minutes later
1 was in my room perspiring from the
long climb up the stairs. My
psychedelic dinner was probably
where I had left it; the cafeteria sound
waves causing the jello to undulate
while that smug piece of pink-topped
cake squatted in their midst, all
together on their happily colored
tray.
I still hadn't gotten a third
roommate. But that wasn't the only
thing I was worrying about. In a
desperate attempt to be one of the
gang I had joined in every social
gathering within walking distance. I
ignored my homework for two weeks
and missed my 8 am class four out of
six times. I wasn't getting much sleep,
spending my waking time around
bedtime before the firedoors to the
girls' wing. All I got out of that
activity
was an increase in the
num ber
of cold show ers
and
afterwards, near accidents in walking
back to my room.

D
J L F y the third week of the
semester
I was getting lonely.
Everyone had a roommate but me.
Besides, I was getting tired of
imagining what he would be like.
Then my appointment as a Resident
Assistant/RA to the 15th floor made
all that useless conjecture a moot
point. Now I would have a private
room with a private bath on a floor of
30 women! Was I happy? I was scared
to death. I stopped hanging around
the 13th floor girls' wing.
As I grew more confident, I
began to range farther afield. I met
people from different parts of the
building, and I discovered politics.

Bohn Hall was like a selfcontained
community of 600. And as most such
entities it needs some governmental
structure. I got involved in the Bohn
Hall Coordinating Council. It's a
council that coordinates activities in
Bohn Hall. Here student reps could
shoot off steam and im itate our state
and federal legislators. And they did,
sometimes for hours, getting nothing
accomplished. Being a joiner and
somewhat of a ham, I did my best to
outdo the rest. Needing something to
gripe about, and being representa
tives of the people, our students reps
screamed loudly about the quality of
our B foodplan. The students came up
so often that we were forced to set up
a separate committee just for that
purpose. But the biggest controversy
of the year was reducing the time
limit for parties in the lounges.
Typically, the members separated
into three groups; those for, those
against, and those who couldn't care
less. I was with those who wanted to
control partying during the week and
we barely won. But I heard a lot of
noise about that decision in the
future. Partygoers in the dorms are a
very serious lot, and you didn't cross
them lightly.

o

ne fundamental principle
you quickly learned in Bohn Hall in
order to survive: You have to sleep
lightly, love lightly, and always have
a full complement of clothes ready at
hand. Fire alarms in the middle of
winter, in the middle of the night, or
in the middle of other things were
only too common. I spent many a
night in the front of the building
o b se rv in g my fre e z in g fello w
residents, empathizing with those
caught in showers, snickering at
those caught at other activities. But
my heart went out most to the Little
Falls volunteer firemen who took a
lot of ribbing from the residents as
they voraciously eyed our barely
clothed female residents. I knew just
how they felt.
The most pervasive element of
dorm living is th e grapevine. This
means of informal communication
left little unsaid. It could be boring,
vicious, informative or comically
entertaining. Those skilled in its
ways used it to great advantage,
smearing their enemies, glorifying
themselves. However, as with the
game of telephone, the grapevine
wasn't the most accurate transmitter
of information. A perfect example is
the time I got my RA appointment. It
was my first evening on my new wing
and I was in my room celebrating
with my brother and his friend. I
heard this terrible crash ofbrcaking
glass and a hysterical screech
brought me bounding out of my room

to be confronted by a man dragging a
body covered in blood through the
firedoors. Bad as it was, the girl was
OK. She had merely pushed the glass
of the door too quickly and had cut
herself. About a week later while
waiting in the cafeteria line, a
resident told me the following: "Hey,
did you hear what happened on the
15th floor? Some girl was running,
crashed through a window and would
have fallen to her death had her
boyfriend not caught her by the
ankle." But there were other stories,
less benign, about who does it with
whom, for whom, how often, drugs
and where to get them, etc. Privacy
was a commodity which was scarce as
gold and everyone adjusted to its
absence as best he could. Some had
nervous breakdowns or moved out.
Others took to the library, migrated
to quieter wings in the buildings or
closed the doors to their rooms.

I

managed to make it through
the first semester in one piece, and
the long winter recess gave me a
chance to rejuvenate. When the
second semester started Bohn Hal!
was a different place. People were
more themselves, knew their way
around, kept their own friends and
had arrived at various compromises
depending on the situation. The
noise problem, the lack of privacy,
and the crazy drunks on Thursday
nights were counterbalanced by an
abundance of interesting company,
quiet weekends, the discovery of an
inner strength and a heretofore
limited tolerance. The seething
tension and fastpaced life were
a l t e r n a t e l y d e b i l i t a t i n g and
envigorating. You do a lot of living in
a dorm, especially Bohn Hall. It's like
the city.
The lobby was brightly lit and
crow ded. I re co g n iz e d a lm o st
everyone. Confidently I sauntered by
300 mailboxes instinctively recalling
the combination for number 1515,
saying goodbye to many of my friends
and acquaintances. Parking myself in
a comfortable green colored chair in
the lounge I closed my eyes and let
my feelings rise to the surface. The
semester was over and summer
beginning. 1 was "home...."
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The in te rio r of Harvey's is
authentic gilded age NY. It's not one
of those restaurants, as many in NY,
where the owners found an old bar
with some tables, rejuvenated it, and
announced to the world that the
interior was genuine antique.
Harvey's has been there awhile;
since 1898. You know it's the real
article the moment vou walk in: rich

NYC's Chelsea district, with its
long rows of factory lofts and grey
apartment buildings, still hasn't
achieved the chic status of Soho and
Greenwich Village. But along one of
those dingy blocks, on 18th Street
and 7th Avenue (down the block from
Barnes and Noble), you'll find one of
the best brunch values in the city at
Harvey's Chelsea Restaurant.

I should have known that even
entering the place was a mistake.
While I was going through the doors

wooden tables bearing white linen
covers, accented by red linen
napkins, lit by genuine Tiffany
lamps.* All this is surrounded by
Mahogony paneling bordered by a
shiny brass railing. Unpretentious
mirrors add a reflective depth for
those with a narcisistic or people
watching bent. The luxurious aroma
of coffee cu t w ith cinam m on
permeates the room, while the
dessert display almost makes one
forget about the main meal.
The all male waiting crew is polite
and gay. The omelettes and griddle
cakes do more than just tease the
<palette, hut the prices barely tickle
the pocket book. All this complemen
ted with a bottomless cup of the best
coffee in town.
The m usic is c la ss ic a l, the
clientele respectable, the required
dress unpretentious.

several disgusted people warned me
against it. "Don't go in there frog,
you'll be sorry."
It took all of five minutes to realize
they were right. I was uncomfortably
seated on a fake leather couch which
had seen better days, by the dirty dish
depository.
The meal, or what they passed off
as such, was more like an attempt by
me at an omelette; all wrong. I
shouted by request for a ham and
cheese omelette from the waiter as he
sped by and 45 minutes later it was
presented to me, minus the cheese.
Actually, it was a shell of eggs, in
which was harbored some very small
pieces of ham. I downed another
bloody Mary, which was free , and
sadly realized that drinking away my
problems wasn't going to work; there
wasn't a drop of tliquor .
As I contemplated my sorry excuse
of an om elette and the dead daisy
hanging from a dilapidated Perrier
bottle, 1 realized that Feathers was for
the birds.

F e a th e r 's
Situated on Fifth Ave., a couple of
blocks from Washington Square,
Feathers looks deceivingly charming
from the outside, its glassed in cafe
with hanging plants is typical of the
NY scene.

____________ .One-Trick Pony_________________
GEORGE BURNS
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STARTS FRIDAY OCTOBER 3 AT FLAGSHIP THEATRES EVERYWHERE!
B RO O f< l YN

RKO CINERAMA
47THST E B W 1
9758366 9

BEEXMAN

MURRAY HILL
3 4 TH ST NEAR 3RD
6 8 5 7652

Hi

ARCADIAN

HUDSON PUZA

ABBEY

OSSINING
941 5200

POUGHKEEPSIE
454 2080

AUWOOD

CINEMA

KINGSTON
CINEMA

AMBOYSSJXPLEX

HfCKSVlLLE
HICKSVILLE 931 0749

ROOSEVELT FIELD

P E E K S K Ill
GARDEN CITY 741 4 0 07 73745262

SQUIRE

2 5 3 1110

GREAT NECK 4 6 6 2020

KIMGSMMY

SUNRISE MAU.

6 4 5 8588

MASSAPEQUA
79 5 1 2 4 4

"

D /l

INTERBORO QUAD
ASTORIA
« ¡ O R IA 726 1437

82 8-3 32 2

B W S H O tt
BAYSHORE 6 6 5 0 2 0 0

BAYSHORED/I

E E B 0 B B 2 3 cRosstwr

EASTHAMPTON

■ M TSIDC 4 2 8 4 0 4 0

ISLAND

OZONE f* R K 84 8 1738

NEW SPRING VU I t

MUMMY

761 6666
LANE
NEWDORP 351 2110

C R J2 S

HARTSDALF
761 6151

MAU
NEW ROCHELLE

MOVIELAND

W
A1FNTW
F<juQS81 BATItIMU

iK K jJ U iL J m L

HARTSDALE

BAYSHORE 6 6 5 1111
EASTHAMPTON
324 0 4 48

PATCHOGUC

FOREST H 1 U S 261 857? W C H 0 G Ü E 4 7 5 0 6 0 0

YONKERS
793 0002

—

TRANS LUX CINE

F lU S H M C

TRANS LUX CINEMA

SIAM FORD
HUNTIN GTON 421 5200 324 3100

SMTTHTOWN
INDOOR
N E S C O N S n 2 6 5 8118

KINGSTON 33 6 6077

'NSf I t •

’ 1 t> ’ Hf

" ° m Wo" ’ " * os

AIHt S

I960 Wom»i l i o t Ail B ighlt B « i»i.« a

CLIFTON 7 7 89 74 7

MAU
SO PLAIN FIELD 548 3100

MORRISTOWN TRIPLEX
MORRISTOWN 539 1414
NEWTON NEWTON 383 2390

SAYREVItLE 721 3400

OAKLAND TWIN

CINEMA 10

OAKLAND 337 44 78

SUCCASUNNA 584 8860

PASCACK

M O N TIC EU O
794 2600

CINEMA 46

WESTWOOD 664 3200

T0T0WA 256 5424

COMMUNITY
THE MOVIES 4
E A I0N T0W N 542 4200
DUTCHESS M A U CRANFORD
F tS H K Ill
8 % 7220

PUZA
MIDDLETOWN
3 4 2 1222

WINDSOR
NEW WINDSOR
565-7777

CINEMA 304
NEW CITY
634 8200

WILTON
WILTON
762 5678

WEST MILFORD

MAU

DANBURY
74 3 2 2 0 0

SHORE

T 11 D O L B Y S T E R E O 1

UPSTATE

ROCKVILLE CENTER
764 8 0 00

JERICHO 334 3400

LOEWS AMERICAN

W ESTCHESTER

FANTASY

32 4 0 00

79 2 2 1 0 0

I

BEVERLY
FORTVflY 2 3 8 4 2 00
KINGS PUZA
SOUTH

65THST AT 2 N D M
737 2622
A CINEMA 5 THEATRE

H

GOLDEN
4 3 8 1465
GOLDEN

A CINEMA 5 THEATRE

NASSAU

,

PAUL SIMON dndBLAIR BROWN
RIP TORN , JO AN HACKETT ALLEN GOORWITZ ,
MARE W INNINGHAM , LOU REED
MICHAEL TANNEN 3 p - o ü u . e d b v MICHAEL HAUSMAN
„ . „ „ o » PAUL SIMON
o e . l e u r ) , ROBERT M. YOUNG
- .
- PAUL SIMON

NANUET
623 6336

CRANFORD 27 6 9 1 2 0

ROCJUWMYSJX

mqominin

RUTGERS PUZA

(212)83? 2720 J 64«h St A 2nd A»b

SOMERSET 8 2 8 8787

SEAVIEW SQUARE

TOMS RIVER 244 5454

ASBURY PARK 77 5 8 8 1 0

ESSEX GREEN

SHOWBOAT

W ORANGE 731 7755

EDGEWATER 941 3660

LOEWS TROY HIU S
...................
_ ............ 3 3 5 4 6 0 0
FREEHOLD 4 6 2 0 6 0 0
TWIN
PKRSIPPANY
HACKHTSTOWN M A U TURNPIKE A /W
FREEHOLD

EAST BRUNSWICK 257 5050

! HILLSBORO

UA MIDDLETOWN

I BELLE MEAOE 359 4 4 80

MIDDLETOW N 671 1020

HUDSON PUZA

VERONA

JERSEY CITY 4 3 3 1100

VERONA 23 9 0880
u tM M rD

HYBMY

-----------------------------------M A N H A T T A N -------------------------------------

ROCKAWAY TOWNSHIP
328 0666

DOVER TWIN

HACKETTST0WN 852 6954

STARTS FRIDAY OCTOBER 3
AT THESE SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES

ÌYAnlltK

FAIRLAWN 796 1717

HARRISON 4 8 2 8 5 50

LOST PICTURE SHOW

WOOOBRDGE TWIN

UN ION 964 4 4 97

WOO0 6 RIDGE 636 4474

--------------------------NASSAU------5-^— --------------- WESTC H EST ER —
UA MEADOWBROOK SUNRISE SIXPLEX HARTSDALE CINEMA
H e m p s te a d T u r n p i k e . E a s t M e a d o w
(5 1 6 1 7 3 5 7 5 5 2

S u n r is e H ig h w a y . V a lle y S tr e a m
15161825 5 7 0 0

3 5 5 C e n tra l Park A ve H a rtsdale
(9 1 4 )4 2 8 2 2 0 0

R a d s to n e 's

AMBOY SIXPLEX CINEMA’S
U S H ig h w a y 9 . R t . 3 5 S a y r e v ille
(2 0 1 )7 2 1 3 4 0 0
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The Arts \Theatre
All you n e e d is
lo v e ...(‘n s e x )
b y B o n n ie Je rb a s i
Remember the '60's~early Beach
Boys, the Beatles, Monkees, and Bob
Dylan? Many of us grew up to their
music, with Brian Wilson and Paul
McCartney as our herocs-at-large.
David Rimmer's comedy A lbum s
recreates this time in history and
presents four characters who "come
of age" between 1963 and 1967.
Billy |Kevin Bacon) is the allAmerican, cool jock whose girlfriend
is none other than the popular blonde
cheerleader, Peggy (Jenny Wright I.
Their sidekicks are Boo (Keith
Gordon), a selfconscious wimp who
hides behind the tough facade of Bob
Dylan, and Trish (Jan Leslie Harding),
a Beatlemaniac who can't "make-out"
without fantasizing about a rock star,
"I've got to stop falling in love with
pictures!" she says after giving a
furtive kiss to an eight by ten glossy
of John Lennon.
The theme of the play centers
around the fact that the awkwardness
of adolescence can only be overcome
after sex has been conquered. I doubt
that this was a known or practiced
fact of the '60's. In a press conference
following the preniere, director Joan
M icklin Silver said, "Sex looms large
in the minds of those who never had

it-after it happens it becomes a part
of life, but not the only part."
Working with this theory, Silver has
managed to capture many fears that
teens have about sex, i.e. "Mother
never told me the real good stuff."
The play begins when the kids are
14. The first act follows their growth
and friendships. Unfortunately the
play has no growth or plot of its own.
The performances reminded me of a
TV situ atio n -co m ed y , but th e
language did not.
At times the dialog is immature
and offensive. The four letter words
are a bit much for the script and
added an unnecessary tension. As far
as being a comedy, the play was
lacking a few essentials-nam ely
funny lines.
F ortu n ately , th ere is alm ost
continuous background music, all
chosen by Rimmer, to spice things
up. Such '60's favorites as Surfer Girl,
Little Deuce Coupe, I'm a Believer,
Tick et to Ride, and Norwegian Wood
correlated nicely with the action on
stage.
The outstanding actor in the group
was Keith Gordon, whom you may
have seen as Angie Dickinson's
genius son in D ressed to Kill. He was
also featured in H om e M ovies, law s 2,
and All T hat lazz. His portrayal of

"boy ta lk ."
Boo was very convincing by showing
the darker side of growing up, "I
envisioned us riding down the
highway and like cracking up Smash!
into little pieces like Dylan and
Dean. Then we wouldn't have to be
runaways anymore."
The universality of the theme
allowed for a lot of reflections.
Everyone knows a girl like Peggy"The girl most likely to be the girl
most likely to." And Billy, who is
really a square showing off-who
dreams about "only aunts, uncles and
cousins" as compared to Bob's visions
of M ick Jagger in sadomasochistic
drag.
T h e b est th in g ab o u t th is

offBroadway play, aside from the tact
that it will never go to Broadway, is
the atmosphere of the '60's that was
successfully captured. The costumes-purple and orange mini-skirts, heavy
sky blue eye shadow, plaid jackets,
and fishnet stockings-scenery, and
props w ere u sed e ffe c tiv e ly .
Considering the challenges that the
set producer David Potts had to deal
with, he did a fine job setting up the
six different scenes that were
necessary-ranging from a girl's
bedroom to the Quarry of ill-repute.
A lbum s was originally at the WPA
Theater but has moved to Greenwich
Village's Cherry Lane Theatre, 38
Commerce St.

‘Passione’ lacks passion

b y V ic to r i a M ic h a e ls

We all know that oil and water don't mix. It has
also been said that you can lead a horse to water,
but you can't make it drink. And Albert Innaurato,
author of Passione, would have us believe that
absence makes the heart grow fonder, that,
following 10 years of separation, a man and woman
manage to find the tools with which to mend the
vast cultural differences that separated them in the
first place-and do it in less than one day.
P assion e revolves around the return of Aggy,
played by Angela Paton, to Berto, played by Jerry
Stiller. Aggy has been gone for 10 years, and has
finally gotten around to coming back to the
Philadelphia apartment to "get her things."
She is a Wasp who always held hopes
achieving middle class statue. Now a
and very definitely middle-class, she encounters her
unchanged husband.
Berto is still inventing things and still failing at
the inventions. Yet, he remains as happy as a clam,
feeding his pigeons and living his meager
existence. He is an "old world" Italian, who is still
not quite sure why his wife left him. He holds no
bitterness-only love for Aggy.
Aggy is devastated when she is told that her son,
Little Tom, played by understudy Richard Zavaglia,
has attempted suicide twice, is a clown in the
street circus-and is married to the fat lady. Her
middle class, Wasp values automatically label her
husband and son as failures.
Paton aids in the discontent. She seemed to play
to the audience rather then her fellow thesbians.
Her lines, delivered with little or no feeling, were
overpowered by what seemed to be a lack of
commitment on her part.
The reversals which her character experiences
were unconvincing. She did not seem to believe in
her character. There is a scene with her

son in which she asks his forgiveness
for leaving him and being the cause of
his suicide attempt. Her pleas for
retribution are as hollow as the tubes
of her stethoscope.
Stiller, as Berto, spent most of his
time on stage dashing between
unfinished action. His dialog was
delivered in such an offhand, empty
manner that one wondered if he even
knew why he was on stage. He
a cc e p te d B e rto 's p red ica m en t
passively, giving us little reason to
believe he really wanted his wife
back. His performance seemed stilted
and unenthusiastic.
Sarah, Aggy's older sister, played by
Sloane Shelton, was a refreshing oasis
during the first act. She swaggers
around the stage calling everyone

partner and flashing her left hand, which is minus
three fingers. She lost her fingers in the pig stye on
her spread-w ay down yonder." Sarah becomes the
fixation for Renzo, played by Dick Latessa. Their
immediate screaming differences were dealt with
head on and openly by both.
They, like Berto and Aggy, are clashing wills.
Yet, they deal with each other by means of unpre
tentious, open combat-man to woman. They
are very believable.
There is a scene in the second act when their
bickering has built to a crescendo. Sarah
. challenges" Renzo to "duke it out" for the
'favors of her female offerings.
* Latessa is a formidable Renzo. He succeeds
in bringing to the character believable nuan
ces and attitudes of a tough Italian "gangster"
without entering the realm of stereotype.
Shelton is coarse, crude, and wicked as Sarah.
The set designed by David Gropman, consisted
of three rooms; a living room piled to the ceiling
with boxes and artifacts of lost inventions, a
kitchen, and an end room punctuated by various
items in disarray. One senses the confusion the
inhabitants must live in.
The show, seen in previews, is Frank Langella's
directorial debut on Broadway. Some of the staging,
such as Berto's nonstop pacing and extraneous
action, could use reworking.
There is much profanity throughout fhc show; it
is not a delicate script. The constant ethnic slurs
are a bit overdone and become tedious.
The core of displeasure comes from the
assumption by the author that we will accept
Aggy's turnabout. The very life she left behind 10
years earlier for her middle class aspirations,
becomes her salvation after middle class life fails
her. It's possible, but I was not convinced by this
performance.
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Sprinkling o f Stardust
by D e b o ra h J. Jo h n so n
\SUinlusl Memories
Shirring: Woody Allen, Charlotte Rampling,
Jessica Harper
Written and directed by: Woody Allen

"I've got to find meaning," cries the
troubled film director on the screen a revelation which aptly echoes the
thoughts of those viewing Woody
A lle n 's new m o v ie S t a r d u s t
M em ories.
Perhaps the question to ask
ourselves is whether we should
attempt to find an intellectual
message or heavy moral statement in
Allen's latest cinematic offering.
Especially when the film itself gives
subtle hints not to pry too deep.
"What do you think was the
significance of the Rolls Royce?"asks
a nameless extra in the middle of the
picture. "I think it represented his
car," is the reply.
Stardust M em ories deals with one
weekend in the life of film director
Sandy Bates. Bates, played by A llenw ith obvious au tobiog rap h ical
overtones-is renowned on earth, at
film festivals, and even in outer space
as a clever, funny comedian. That is
until his films begin to take on a more

serious tone.
At a film festival in the Stardust
Hotel, we see Bates continuously
beseiged by fans and autograph
hounds, who greet him w ith
lefthanded compliments ("We enjoy
your films, especially the earlier,
funnier ones.") and give him gifts he'll
never use.
We watch him sidestep young
actors who long to follow in his
fo o ts te p s ; a h o u sew ife w h o se
husband would be honored if the
famous director slept with her; and a
writer researching a book on "The
shallow indifference of wealthy
celebrities."
We catch glimpses of lusty affairs,
lost loves, neurotic relatives, and
uncompromising studio executives
who ad m o n ish th a t "H u m an
suffering doesn't sell tickets in
Kansas City."
Through skillful camera shots,
Bates' world often becomes our own.
Avid fans speak directly to the
audience, offering inane words of
wisdom, as we walk in the place of
Bates down a reception receiving
line.
Allen's use of black and white
photography rather than color is both
effective and disturbing. It gives the

Mercury still
King of Queen
by D a rre l L ip p m an
Queen
Madison Square Garden
Sept. 28, 1980______________________
Despite the fact that Queen, at
times, has been labeled as a bubble
gum ty p e b a n d g e a re d fo r
preadolescents, Freddie Mercury and
company staged a scintillating rock
concert at Madison Square Garden
Sunday night.
Sporting a new thick mustache
(which makes the British king of
Queen look Spanish), Mercury felt it
was his place to explain to the jam
packed audience that he "grew it for
NY" and doesn't give a damn what
anyone thinks of it.
Mercury was walking on thin ice
when he made the transformation to
keep up with today's aspects of rock
but failing to fall through. His group
has attained abundant success and
respect during its eight years,
allowing for a change like the one on
their most recent LB, T he C am e.
Each song is a different facet of
today's rock, whether it be the Elvis
Presley sounding Crazy little thing
called love, the disco beat of Another
one bites the dust, or the crisp,
change of pace tempo of Rock It.
It seems Mercury can do no wrong.
After much beckoning and chants
of "Freddie" from 20,000 plus fans
(Monday and Tuesdy showings were
also sold out), Queen appeared
through a huge smoke screen and
array of blinding lights. Mercury,
Brian May, Rodger Taylor, and John
Deacon carry with them one of the
most impressive and expensive
lighting setups in the business since

Queen introduced "theatrical" rock
in 1976 with their hit album "A night
at the op era.
After the third song, Mercury, clad
in bright red wet-look pants with blue
knee pads and red tie, shed his black
leather jacket and remained bare
chested the rest of the evening.
The British quartet delivered
previous smash hits with intense
feeling, including Fat Bottomed Girls.
Bohemian Rhapsody, and We will
Rock You. They also knocked out
cuts from their current album, which
has been No.one on billboard for the
past three weeks.
Mercury, who you wouldn't expect
to sing like he does by looking at him,
thrilled the crowd by using the
abutted paltforms at each end of the
classy stage.
Queen kept their reputation as in
concert champions alive while
retaining their achieved popularity
Sunday night. They put on a high
gloss, entertaining show at best.
Mercury, exclothing salesman, is a
i§ b c k of all trades and the group's
biggest draw. He owns one of the
most powerful voices in the rock
world, especially when crooning
ballads, including the new ones such
as Play the Game and Save Me.
Are Q u een th e ch am p io n s?
Mercury came out sitting atop the
shoulders of someone's who was
dressed like Darth Vador, singing We
Will Rock You. Irony? Could he be
im plyingthat his unit is as big as Star
Wars? Queen nd Darth Vadorrocking
us?
From that performance, Freddie
Mercury hit the nail right on the
head.

J e s s i c a H a r p e r a n d W o o d y A lle n t r y i n g t o f i n d " m e a n i n g ."
humor is caustic and biting. It is also
film, already filled with flashbacks, a
manipulative. Heavy, intellectual
surrealisitic hue. One is never quite
meaning escapes the viewer, and
sure where the reality ends and the
because we seem to naturally search
fantasy begins.
for it, the action is often confusing to
It also exaggerates the primarily
follow.
eccentric appearance of Bate's fansMaybe that is the point Allen
caricatures of ourselves in the real
w ishes to m ake, for S tard u st
a u d ie n ce w h ich are w ick e d ly
M em ories is quite adept at poking
amusing and sad.
fun
of people who take themselves
Stardust M em ories is not a funny
too seriously.
film in the usual Allen tradition. The

Monastery for sale
by D o n n a M a rin o
Some amusing satiric routines and
a few corny jokes are the only things
that make In C o d W e Trust a halfway
bearable movie. Without these, the
movie would've been a total flop.
The film, which is a spoof of
organized religion , fo cu ses on
Brother Ambrose, played by Marty
Feldman. Sent out into the world by
his superiors to raise money for the
mortgage on the monastery where
he's lived all his life, he's a naive,
innocent monk discovering the evils
of the world for the first time. "I've
heard about sin, but I know nothing
of its practices," wide eyed Ambrose
says to Louise Lasser, a prostitute he
later makes pregnant and marries.
Ambrose tries to get the money for
the mortgage from a famous preacher
and p h ila n t h r o p is t
nam ed
Armageddon T. Thunderbird, played
by Andy Kaufman. He's a Rev. Iketype of character who has his own TV
sermon, complete with a chorus line
called The Thunderbirdettes, who
sing "It's not the thought, it's the
money that counts. God gave us his
son for Christmas what did you get
for him?"
Thunderbird, dressed in a blue and
white silk suit and blond bouffanttype hairstyle, runs the Church of
Divine Profit. His favorite, phrase is
"Let's run it up the crucifix and see
who genuflects;" his office is filled
with plush carpet, and elegant
fixtures including hot, cold, and holy
running water and a large sign on his
desk that says "The bucks stop here."
His jokes and characterization
were the most obvious yet also the
funniest. He gets the film's themes
across: the churches are only
interested in making money, and
nothing is sacred anymore. Even God,
played by Richard Pryor on a TV

screen, has been turned into a
computer that is programmed by
Thunderbird, and advises him on
financial matters.
Another character Ambrose meets
up with is Dr. Melmoth, played by
Peter Boyle, a con man who runs a
mobile church and sells "Levitating
Lazarus Dolls that order people to
"stand up for Jesus."
When Ambrose finally encounters
Thunderbird, he is roped into
running a traveling church that looks
like a McDonalds, in exchange for
the mortgage on the monastery. The
church on wheels is adorned with
two golden arches and keeps a digital
count of all the souls that are saved.
Soon realizing that Thunderbird
has no concern about religion and is
only interested in money, Ambrose
takes revenge by reprograming God,
the computer. He tells him all about
Jesus's life, and Pryor says in disbelief,
"I had no idea I was so popular,"
Ambrose answers, "Are you kidding?
The Bible sells almost as well as
Harold Robbins."
Had this movie been a little less
obvious and corny and a little more
inventive, it might have been very
funny. Some scenes were really
amusing, but unfortunately they
weren't frequent enough to save this
film.
One in v e n tiv e scen e shows
Ambrose working at a new job at a
place called P. Pilate, Wholesale
Religious Novelties. His job is to nail
tiny plastic crucifixes together. Each
time he drives a nail in the cross, he
must run to the sink and wash his
hands.
Aside from these few scenes,
however, the film dragged and was a
little boring. So, if you're willing to
settle for a few chuckles, go see In
C o d W e Trust', but if it's sidesplitting
humor you're expecting, don't bother.
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Jarman’s
The
Tempest
lacks
taste
by S tev en K r a n tr o w itz

Derek Jarman's seedy new
filmed version of Shakespeare's The
T em pest, is enough to sink any ship. I
welcome modern interpretations of
Shakespeare's works if they are
handled with taste and respect,
which this so obviously wasn't.
T h e T em p est is a lovely, magical
fairy tale, and the last play
Shakespeare wrote. Although it has
traditionally been placed among his
Comedies, it belongs in a genre all its
own-a Romance.
Jarman's film, although certainly
bold and daring, simply failed at
almost every level. It is premiering at
the British Film Now series at the
New York Film Festival, and opened
at the Cinema III Theater on Sept. 26.
The plot is essentially uncomplica
ted. Prospero, a magician and the
deposed Duke of Milan, lives on an
enchanted island with is beautiful
daughter, Miranda, a monstrous
servant, Caliban; an enslaved spirit,
Ariel; and an assortment of fairies
and beasts. Prospero learns that his
brother, Antonio; Alonso, King of
Naples; and Sebastian, Alonso's
brother, are sailing past his island, so
he conjures up a storm. The
shipwrecked crew come ashore and
are lured to the castle of Prospero.
To complete the crew we have
Gonzalo, his erstwhile courtier;
Ferdinand, Alonso's son; and a pair of
d ru n k en fo o ls, S tep h a n o and
Trinculo.
Prospero imprisons his enemies,

w i th M i r a n d a (T o y a h W illc o x )?
but finally forgives them and sets
them free. There is a joyous
celebration: Ferdinand and Miranda
have fallen in love and decided to
marry. Finally everyone leaves, save
Prospero, who looks back on his
enchanted island, his days of magic
and dreams gone forever.
Jarman had the not so brilliant idea
of changing the locale. His film is set
in a gloomy, decrepid mansion. We
greatly miss the magical island
Shakespeare described. The biggest
problem with the set was that the
rooms were dimly lit and we had a
rather hard time making out the
perform ers. Jarm an w anted to
prevent the viewer from seeing the
miserable condition the castle was in,
but instead prevented us from seeing
the actors.
Casting Heathcote Williams in the
lead role of Prospero was another
mistake. Williams is a sincere actor,
but lacked the dimensions that his
character demanded. He was also
much too young to play Prospero. We
expected to find an aged, wise

magician, and instead found a man
not much older than his daughter
Miranda, who was played by Toyah
Willcox.
Willcox, dressed in a hoopskirt and
petticoats, had her own problems as
well. For starters, her hair looked like
it had just come out of a starth vat in a
laundry. But more importantly, she
lacked the innocent naivete that the
part demanded, and instead came
across as being sultry and whorish.
Unquestionably the most tacky
and tasteless creatures in the film
were the evil Caliban (lack Birkettj
and his mother Sycorax (Claire
Davenport|. Birkett's Caliban was a
seedy old man one would expect to
find lying in a gutter. It was strange to
fin d h im s p e a k in g p e r f e c t ,
Shakespearian passages, when in the
previous scene he had been eating
raw eggs with the yolk dribbling
down his chin.
One thing that puzzled me was why
the shipwrecked crew came upon the
island in full dress, not at all
disheveled. They looked as if their

boat had docked and they simply
stepped off. In contrast, Jarman had
Prospero and Miranda looking as if
they had been dragged from the
bottom of the ocean.
Fine performances were given by
D a v id M e y e r as F e r d in a n d ,
Christopher Biggins as Stephano, and
Peter Turner as Trinculo. All three
performances were believable and
original in execution.
The film bordered on ludicrous,
and practically fell apart during the
grand finale celebration scene.
Several dozen sailers entered and
danced a frantic mazcurka. Following
this, the goddess (Elizabeth Welch!
strutted in and sang a bluesy
rendition of Storm y W eather, a la
Lena Horne. This scene, although the
most well done in the entire film, was
c o m p le t e ly o u t o f p la c e .
The film, probably the worst
British film I've ever seen, received a
perplexingly warm reception from
the audience. Jarman, who freely
adapted the film from Shakespeare's
text, missed the boat.

Rocking around in October

by B ill M elo

October promises to be an exciting
month as far as the local rock scene
goes.. The biggest news is the
announcement that Aldo's Hideaway
in Lyndhurst will be presenting major
artists in concert Thursday evenings.
The small club has been a new wave
dance club for several months now
and the news that New Jerseyites
have a place to see bands perform new
m u sic (b esid es M a x w e ll's in
Hoboken) comes as a welcome
surprise.
The lineup for October includes
the Speedies on Oct. 9, The Stranglers
on Oct. 16 and The Psychedelic Furs
on O ct. 23. Speaking of the
Psychedelic Furs, they put on an
excellent show at NY's Irving Plaza
last Friday night. The band rocked
the house with songs off their
eponymous debut album. Support

was by the Albany Units.
October is also a tim e when record
companies begin their Christmas
season record push. October releases
should include The Specials' second,
entitled M ore Specials, the third
album by The Police, a new Talking
Heads disc, and the fifth record by
Bruce Springsteen. The Springsteen
album will be a two record set
containing 21 songs. Look for a very
high retail price on this one as it took
seemingly forever to record. Records
already out include Elvis Costello's
T a k in g L ib e r t ie s , w hich is a
compilation of nonLP B sides,
outtakes, etc. Also out is The
Stranglers' fourth US release entitled,
oddly enough, Stranglers IV.
One of rock's most chameleon-like
performers over the years has been
David Bowie. His new album Scary
M onsters is his most commercial
work in years. The record features

fine guitar from rock veteran Robert
Fripp and piano from Roy Bittan.
Coinciding with the release of Scary
M onsters is Bowie's part in the
Broadway play T h e Elephant Man. He
will be playing the lead role in the
production. Also of note, the Art
Theatre on E. 8th St. in the Village
will be showing the uncut version of
T h e Man W ho Fell T o Earth starring
D a v id B o w ie fo r a lim ite d
engagement.
The rock world was shocked last
week by the death of John Bonham,
drummer for Led Zeppelin. The news
co m es on th e h eels o f th e
announcement that Zeppelin would
be playing their first US tour in three
years. The Selecter have apparently
had enough of the Specials-lead TwoTone record label. They have left the
fold and will release all future records
on their own label. Has Public Image
Limited broken up? Wordis that band

leaders John Lydon and Keith Levene
have become disenchanted with
bassist Jah Wobble. They have
already dismissed drummer Marty
Atkins.
R o ck C a le n d a r
T IU Jll.. OCT. 2
M o-Dettes--------------- Englander s Pub
Go G o ' s -----------------Malibu Club
Fill.. OCT. 3
Protex
-------------------- The 80 s
M o-D ettes--------------------Irving Plaza
The Dance--------------------Maxwell's
.SAT., OCT. 4
Split Enz ------------Irving Plaza
The Fast ------- 1— Max's Kansas City
The Plugz------------Danceteria
Coming to The Capitol Theatre:
Oct. 7 --------------Jeff Beck
Oct. W ---------------Pat Benetar
Oct. 11--------------- Joan Armatrading
Oct. 17-------------- America
Oct. IF —--------------Gary Numan
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And she’s out
to beat the
mob at th eir
own game.

She’s tough...
hut she sides
with the
little guy.
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COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS
A JOHN CASSAVETES FILM

GENA ROWLANDS » GLORIA

Music by BILL CONTI Produced by SAM SHAW [p g | parentalguidancesugmstid*b »1
Written & Directed by JOHN CASSAVETES
___________ [ SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE SUITABLE FOB CHILDREN |

r I9 6 0 COLUM BIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES. INC

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU!
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Students Speak

Students knew strike issue
by Mindy Goldstein and Phil Lanoue
W ere you a w a re o f th e issue in v o lve d in this w e e k 's s tu d e n t s trike b e fo re it occurred?

“Yes I did. I didn’t think that we
should support students studying
outside of N J.”

“ I did nor know until Thursday. I
thought it was unfair that the state was
trying to take the money away from us.
I thought it was good
that the students
united on the issue.”

(i ary I( 'esenti
19X1 French
“ Yes, a professor told me. I felt that it
was unfair for the tuition money to he
used for a purpose
other than for the
original intention."

Tom Knott

“No I wasn’t. I think ir is wrong that
they used our tuition money for that. I
think the students
w ere ju s tifie d in
protesting.”

Fhil l‘siedone
19X4 undeclared

“ No I didn't. I feel that it is wrong
for our tuition money to be used for
that purpose."

/ anet \Iarsi

19X4 undeclared

/ 9X3 biology

“ I knew because I read about it in The
Mont clarion. I was s
tuition was raised for
that purpose.”

/ eanette Aughey
19X1 general humani
ties

Point of information

Erica Star dev ant
1 9X4 English

“ Yes. I read about it in The
Mont clarion. I thought we were given
too little notice of our tuition increase.
We weren’t told that our tuition money
was going to make up
a deficit in the state
budget.”

/ im Myers
1979 Spanish

“ No I wasn’t aware of it. I’m glad I
was notified of the issue. I feel that the
state’s purpose for our money was
wrong and I feel the
students did a good
job in standing up for
what they felt was
right.”
M ike Rujnowski
! 9X3 com pu t er s cien ce

The board of trustees-MSC's driving force
by Ken B ro w n
As we look around us this fall we see
m any ch an ges here at M S C .
Construction o f a new dorm, an annex
to the Student Center and the creation
of new parking facilities arc the most
obvious.
There are also changes academically
this year with the reorganization of
schools taking place and some new faces
on the administration, as well as in the
classrooms. We arc all affected directly
by these things. Yet, how many of us
really know or even think about how
the above things came about. Or, for
that matter, who the people were that
made these decisions?
The answers to the above questions
are that the board of trustees made the
final decision in each case. Some of these
decisions were made years ago, while
others more recently. Some were
received warmly, while others stirred
up much controversy. But all in all.

with the above matters the trustees had
final word.
The trustees were created by the
Higher Education Act of 1966. The act
called for the trustees to serve as the
governing body of the college. They
were given the power to establish
p o lic ie s , d eterm in e ed u catio n
curriculum, make personnel decisions,
and look after the best interest of the
college. It is called on to set longterm as
well as short term goals for the college
and to sec that these goals are attained.
M SC’s trustees consist of nine
members. They are: Dr. Ernest May,
Chairman; Borden Putnam, vice
ch airm an ; M illic c n t A n isfe ild ,
Secretary; Dr. Lincoln Hawkins, Mary
Jaimcnson, Lillian Valdes, Dr. Hans
Hillerbrand, and Dr. Roltert Birnbaum.
1’hc ninth position is vacant due to a
recent resignation and will be filled
shortly. These people come from
various academic and business oriented

backgrounds. Each plays a viral role in
the running of MSC and every student
should be aware of this.
The position of student representat
ive to the board comes in here. As
student representative ir is my job to
present your interest and feelings to the
trustees. I am a source of information to
you, the students, to the SC A, and to
the trustees. \I v role calls for me to keep
you abreast of the new issues; ro get
your reactions to them and then relay
your feelings to the trustees. The
position calls for me to work closely
with th c'S C A as we strive to make
MSC' a better place, and ro solve your
problems. It also calls on me to develop
a good working relationship with the
college administration as well as the
trustees. Most of all, this position
provides the most essential part of the
decision making process, student input.
I am here not only to represent the
student body but to serve each o f you

individually. It is my job to help you
solve any problem, answer any
question to the l>est ofmy ability, and to
be open to any ideas or suggestions you
may have. Without your input my
position is useless, and the decisions of
the trustees ineffective. You, the
students, make MSC' what it is today,
and you will have a profound impact on
the MSC' of tomorrow. Realize this,
utilize your power as students, and
make your feelings known.
I will be available everyday
(including weekends) at my office,
which is on the fourth floor o f the
Student Center, in the SC ¡A Office.
Please feel free to contact me or call me
there at 893-4203.
The trustees meet once a month. The
next meeting is Oct. 15, 1980 at 8 pm.
in the Russ Hall Ixninge. I encourage
you all to attend if you can.__________
Ken lirou'n is the student representative to
the board o f trustees.

Thè Last Worcj/Bob Friedman

Getting a parking space the hard way
“Rocky, this is the police. We have the
building surrounded. Come out w ith your
hands u p ."

“ Never, coppers! Never!”
“You haven't got a chance. Rocky.
Every exit is covered. We’v e got six
helicopters hovering over the roof, 14
separate swat teams scaling the walls,
3,000 national guardsmen circling the
grounds. G ive yourself up now. Rocky,
before things start to get out o f hand. "

“ You’ll never take me alive, dimcoppers!”
“Rocky, this is Ft. liill .Vlalley speaking.
Call me Rill. Look, son, I know you’re
upset—believe me, w e all know you’re
upset—but / sincerely fe e l that yon should
give some more thought to all o f this. Do
you really think it’s right for you to park
your car in president Dickson’s O ffice? Do
you really think it’s nice fo r you to be
threatening to blow up College Hall? I ’m
not making any moral judgments here.

mind you—far be it fo r me to judge my
fellow man—but / do feel that some serious
thought on your part is in order. I ’d be
happy to discuss it all w ith you, i f you
would step outside for a moment. "

“ Kiss me, Bill.”
“Huh?"

“ I said kiss me. I like to be kissed
when I’m getting...”
“Rocky, dear, this is your m other.”

“ Mom! What arc you doing here?”
“Knitting, dear. ”

“What?”
“I said I'm knitting, dear. You know how
/ love to knit. ”

“Yes, Mom, I know how you Iovcto
knit. That’s nor what I meant, though.
How did you get here?”
“()li. Oh. I see. Well, I was sitting at.
home, knitting—it's so relaxing to knit—
when that nice Lt. Malley called up and
asked me to come over here and talk to you.
Such a nice man! I f your sister wasn't

already married..."

"Calm down, son, calm down.
E verything’s all right. S he’s gone now.
T here’s no need to get so upset. H7/y don't
you tell me what's bothering you? 11’hy are
you doing all this, anyway? 11hat seems to
be the trouble?"

trouble?’ I’ll tell you what the trouble
is, Mallcy. The trouble is that it's been
five weeks since this sorry excuse for a
school opened—five weeks, do you hear
me?—and I have yet to find a parking
space any closer than Bushkill Tails,
PA. Oh, I know what you’re going to
say—be patient, things will ease up, the
workers are behind schedule. Well, I’m
not buying it, Mallcy. ’This should have
been prepared for in advance. I’ve been
patient far too long already. I want
results NOW. And believe me, I plan ro
g e t“Hcy, let go of my ear! Leave me
alone! That’s not fair, .Mallcy! You
tricked me! Mom, you’re hurting me!
You’re hurting me! No, please, Mallcy,
not the car! Please, not another ticket!
Help! Help! Somebody do something!
Somcbodv do something! Somebody-"

“‘Why are you doing all this,
anyway,’ he asks. ‘What seems ro lie the

Rob Friedman is a columnists fo r
Mont clarion.
A

“ I think you better go home now,
Mom.”
“/ w ill do no such thing, young man. Oh
dear, I always knew it would come to this.
S o t making your bed. Reading filthy
magazines. Staying out all night. Is this
w hy your father and I sacrificed all those
years to send you to college? 117/ v can 7 you
be more like your brother I larvey? 11hy do
you have to make us so ashamed? ¡only hope
that your son does to you—"

“ Mallcy! If she’s not gone in four
seconds this whole campus is going
up!”

Flic
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Between the lines/ Phill Karali

Carter a man of integrity?
Integrity is an important quality
when one looks at a presidential
candidate. It is based on the character of
a candidate and how he handles himself
in the face of adversity.
P re sid e n t C a r te r 's in te g r ity
throughout this presidential campaign
leaves many questions about his
character. The behavior against his
opponents has been truthless, ruthless,
and has directly hurt this country.
Carter’s attitude toward his three
opponents show the facts.
Sen. l ed Kennedy (I)-.M A) felt the
wrath of his dirty politics the most of
the three opponents, i here are four
points to be considered. I he Carter
cam paigr continuously brought up the

Chappaquidick
incident, smearing
Kennedy’s character.
Carter also agreed to debate when
losing, but when ahead declined. A
misuse of his political power was in
holding news conferences’ early in the
morning on the days that primary
voting took place.
Finally the most blatant example is
how Carter, with help from the
Dem ocratic National Com m ittee,
pushed through the “faithful delegate”
rule the first time it had ever been used
in the history of the party.
Carter's behavior toward Ronald
Reagan has also been quite negative. He
has called Reagan a racist in so many
words and refuses to debate him unless

John^ Anderson is omitted from the
debate.
Anderson’s treatment has also been
vindictive. Carter has called him a “ fake
liberal" on occasions, and a “creation of
the media," thus giving him no chance
in his mind to determine the outcome of
the election. His refusal to debate
Anderson shows that he is actually
afraid of him.
I wo incidents come to mind during
this campaign that looked as though
they were “campaign induced” to
produce enthusiasm and votes. The
most tragic is that of the Iranian rescue
mission. Ill-advised, it cost Carter his
secretary of state and eight American
lives, but it did produce a “ rally around

the flag” effect.
The second was the release of
information pertaining to the Stealth, or
“ invisible" bomber, to silence critics of
his defense policy. Both these incidents
in fact hurt the integrity of the US
throughout the world.
The point to be considered is that
Carter has seemed to take the “ do
anything to win" attitude into the
election. He has refused to debate anil
throughout the campaign he has refused
to address the issues. The reason being
is that it would lie difficult to defend his
record. The question must be asked: Is
he a man of integrity :
Phil Kit rah 7s a columnist for
Mont clarion.
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Guest Spot

Get your act together and join LASO
by Barbara Bonilla
The initials FASO stand for a very
important organization on this campus.
FASO is the only Farm American
Student Organization of Class I
standing of the SOA.
It has been a long, hard road for us to
achieve this, but with constant hard
work and education, it has existed tor
11 years and will go on existing with

your help. What can you do? If vou’rea
Latin American, a Spanish major, or just
interested in Fatin culture, then you
should be joining us right now.
This year, we are busy planning
many events. Our first, “get together ”
went very well. We had a large group
attending and the results of the evening
were very prosperous. Our next event
was a “ Fatin Catacomb” with some

brilliant Fatin performers and an
enjoyable evening for all. This took
place on Sept. 24 at 8 pm on the third
floor o f the Student Center.
Our other events include: A
Halloween dance with the Black
Student Cooperative Union BSCU', a
trip to N'Y to see West Side Story, a
concert u'ith Tito Puente, and many
more exciting and interesting films and

lectures with some special people.
So, come on, get your act together
and get involved with a uniqueorganization. We are located on the
fourth floor of the Student C enterright behind the elevator.
We hope to see you-Bienvenidos!

Barbara Bonilla is vice president o f L. ISO.

Soapbox

Arts criticisms get a terrible review
It seems this paper’s film critics
belong to the “ A Critic Should I lave
Fverything; It Shows 1 le I las Definite
\ allies" school of criticism. Out of six
reviews, the closest they came to a
compliment was saving that /■'ante was
“not bad—not great, bur nor bad." I
personally thought the movie was
excellent.
In Chris Henderson's review of
Xanadu, he (assuming “Chris” is short
for “Christopher” and nor “( Ihristine,"
forgive me if I'm wrong), doesn't even
mention its frequent (and freaky)
special effects, which is one of the
h ighligh ts (or, if you believe
I lenderson, the highlight) of the movie.
He also complains about the lack of
plot. So? Classics like Mary Poppinsand
Apocalypse S ow have survived fine
with just a trace of plot.

situation was different. I his technique
is how Monday morning quarterbacks
always win the game. Second, I believe
this mood was caused by the movie
itself; it put me into one, or possibly she
was stoned when she went to see it,
which would explain her mood and her
lousy review. In my humble opinion
and that of several of my friends, it was
the best comedy to come along in many
years.
l or a good review, it is important
that the reviewer pay attention to the
movie, although it seems doubtful
Jerbasi was. I he proper reply to Robert
Hays’ “Surely, you don’t mean ,." is
“ ...and don’t call me Shirley,” not “My
name is not Shirley." It is spoken two
times, nor five, by Feslie Nielsen, not
Rolx-rt Stack. She also states “the gags
are so obvious...you’ll be laughing at it
(the movie)”. It was just as obvious that
style was intentional.

I don’t know what he thought was
w rong with the “ T u esd ay is
Wednesday’’ line. However, I’ll admit,
in the review, it may have seemed a bit
odd, but in the movie it made perfect
sense. If he couldn't understand it, the
only explanation I could suggest is that
he was dozing off.

As I have already stated, I thought
Tame was excellent. Of the over twenty
movies I've seen this year, it was fluonly one I thought worthy of un
seeing twice.

Bonnie Jerbasi’s reviews were a mess.
In her review oi Airplane she said, i f I
wasn't in such a giggly.mood when I
wcut to sbe it, I would have been bored
to tears, first that is a “hypothesis
contrary to fact;’’ an attempt to predict
what would have happened if the

Fven Richard Freedman, film critic,
whom I believed to be the worst and
most negative critic until I read The
Mont clarion gave the three movies,
Xanadu, Air plane,and Tame, each threestars our of four, which is rather high

for him. So, I’m not alone in my
disagreement.
I do admit Raise the Titanic needed
help, but Jerbasi was a bit off center
w hen she said it was “two hours too
long." Basically ir was the right idea in
the wrong direction; the movie was two
hours too short. Ir seems the excellent
314 page book doesn't squeeze into
small spaces as well as the Yogi Kodu,
so it comes off with the depths of a
cheap T V movie.
1 have said “in my opinion” and
words to that effect several rimes
thought out this letter. They were
notably absent in the newspapers’
reviews, as in most critiques, yet they
are the most important words, for they
show the reviewer knows that his
humble opinion is just that, and not the
word of ( iod.
I will close this much too long letter
with a piece of personal philosophy. A
person gets out of a movie what he puts
into it. Whether he goes looking for
faults or entertainment, lie will find it.
/antes \l. Curran

' Shirley you’re not serious!
How can yon judge “this paper’s film
critics” when apparently you have only
read the first issue? i I e have put out three

more since for a total o f / S’ favorable and
four unfavorable reviews.

Considering the fact that you are a
freshman who has taken no college level
journalism courses and reads The Star
Ledger as the “word o f Cod, "my staff and
I will forgive your unjustified accusations.
To widen your collegiate horizons /
suggest; I) Took up the definition of
‘review ’ 2) Buy Cue, the S ew York
Times, and 3) Take a spoonful o f sugar to
help the critiques go down.
Your “persona! philosophy"implies that
you could go see a version of (1odzilla vs the
Smog Monster and be entertained.
Unfortunately we are all not so easily
amused.
I f Mary Poppins, Xanadu, and Airplane
are your ideas o f classics, how dare yon
accuse me o f being stoned.
Bonnie ferbasi. Art Editor

Letters to
the editor
A ll letters to the editor must be typed,
double spaced, and submitted by noon
Triday before Thursday’s edition.
AH letters will be edited for style and
space. All letters must also include name,
year, and major.
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Thur., Oct. 2. 1 9 8 0
FOLK D A N C IN G : MSC I oik
Dancers, Life Hall, Room 125F,
K-10 pm, MSC students S.50,
others SI. Instructions and request
dancing in international dance
forms.
D ISCUSSION: Barry
Com
moner's Citizens’ Pcrty Informal
Discussion, Anthropology Club,
Russ Hall Lounge, 7 :30 pm, free.
M usic, refreshm ents, vo te r
registration. Kxplorc the real
s o lu tio n s to o u r e n e rg y ,
environmental, ‘and economics
problems.
CLUB: Simon, Student ('enter
Ballrooms, 8 pm, Free.
Fri., Oct. 3, 1 9 8 0
MEETING: Secondi Careers Club,
Russ Hall Lounge, 8 pm.
DRAFT TEACH-IN: Sponsored
by Montclair Students for Peace,
Student ('enter Ballrooms A and
B. 9 am-3 pm, I'ree. For more
information call 471-5542.
Wed., Oct. 8, 1 9 8 0
MEETING: Montclair Students
for Peace, Student ('enter Fourth
floor at noon. Free. Meets every
Wednesday.
MEETING: F.vcrv Wednesday,

C om m ittee A gainst Racism,
fourth floor Student ('enter, I l
am.
MEETING: Riding Club, Student
Center, Pu rple Conference Room,
8 pm.
FILM: CIN’A, Student Center
Ballrooms at 8 pm, Free.
CLUB: Presents ( Catacombs, a
coffeehouse, third floor Student
Center Lounge, 8 pm.
MEETING: lota ( i ammax I,
Student Center, Ballroom C, 7 :3()
pm.
Thur., Oct. 9. 1 9 8 0
M EETING:
Marketing Club,
fourth floor, Student Center,
Meeting Room 2, 2 pm. New
memliers welcome.
CLUB: Presents The Who in The
Kids are A lright,'? and 9 :3() pm.
Student Center Ballrooms. SI
w ith ID , S I.50 without ID.
Today: Winter Session I98I
Financial Aid Applications are
no«' available in the Financial A id
Office (Room 3 11, College I lall).
Applicants must have filed the
N J F A F w ith the c o lle g e
scholarship service prior to ( )ct. 9,
1980 anil submitted the MSC
application to the Financial Aid
Office bv Oct. 9, 19 80.

CLUB PRESENTS
o o m e o o o n in o n ^

T H E W HO
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THE KIDS ARE
A E R IG IIT

Thurs. Oct.9
7 and 9:30 pm
STUDENT CENTER
forconcert BALLROOMS
$1 w/ID $1.50 w/out
out

Looking
tickets??Check
the Classifieds

KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY
x tV A - •*./

* - !Sk

JANUARY OVERSEAS
1981

m m ’s ON THE
•ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN PUERTO R I C O ^ T /
Jan. 8
18
\
•ASSESSMENT O F THE EXCEPTIO N A L LEARNER:
A CARRIBBEAN PERSPECTIV E
Jan. 12
26
•THE PO LITICS O F ISRAEL
F o r co m p le te itineraries and co stin g ,
Dec. 28
Jan. 18
write o r call th e Office of International S tudies,
•CONTEMPORARY LONDON THEATRE
K ean C ollege of N J, M orris A ven u e,
U nion, N J 0 7 0 8 3 .
Jan. 3
17
P H O N E : (2 0 1 ) 5 2 7 -2 1 6 6 o r -2461
•ENGLAND & GERMANY: A FO C U S ON GENERAL
AND PH YSICAL EDUCATION
Jan. 5
20
•SEX ROLES IN BRITISH READING MATERIALS
&
o *
Jan 3
20
. 0
•RUSSIAN STUDIES IN LENINGRAD & M OSCOW
Jan. 11 — 20
•LITERATURE AT ITS SO U R C E: LONDON TO EDINBURG & BACK
—

—

—

—

—

—

Jan. 3

—

20

•RELATED M USICAL ARTS Jan. 6

—

20

AMSTERDAM, BERLIN, WARSAW

Credits for courses listed above are transferable.

*
FOR SALE: I andem bicycle, 3
speed. Really good condition,
clean, make offer around S90.
Also: g irl’s 3 speed hike. Fixed,
clean, make offer around S50. (-all
746-8675, evenings.
FOR SALE: I .each graphite
handido, brand new, srill in
package, paid S49.95. Sell forS35.
( 'all Michael at 487-0434, leave
numlter.
FOR SALE 1972 R I Dodge
Challenger 340 4-barrel 4 speed,
ps pb ac, am !m stereo, 8 track, 4
cragcrs, a r, shocks, new mounted
snows, showroom condition.
S2.900. Call 226-3052.
FOR SALE: 19 79 Kawasaki 650
SR, 2,000 miles, racing fairing,
1.11) seat, garage kept, never seen
rain, must be seen, ('all 674-1941.
A s k to r M ik e .
FOR SALE: Wcddi ng gow n only
worn once, Queen Anne style.
Rest offer, Mondavs, Thursdays,
Doreen. Call 3 77-0200.
FOR SALE: Volkswagen 1965
( ¡ampmobile. Original Westphal
ian interior. Must see to appreciate
at S500. Call 759-0427.
FOR SALE: Camera, 35 mm
('anon Canonct. Case, flashm
excellent condition. Call 8935554, ask tor Parti.
FOR SALE 19 74 Mustang II
(¡hia. 4 cyl, 4 speed, a c, 65,000
miles. New radial tires, brown
with tan vinyl top, new clutch.
Beautiful shape, a good buy at
S2100. (¡reat gas mileage, (¡all
746-2919.
FO R S A L E :
Three male
registered Doberman puppies,
black and rust. I ’.ars cropped, rails
and nails cut. I wo shots, S250.
Phone 744-8821.
FOR SALE: 1977 Honda, 750k,
with extras, cxc. cond., 5,000
miles, garage kept, (¡all Scott after
4 ;30 pm at 867-8325.
FOR SALE: Darsun 280Z, 1977,
radials, snows, am fill, a e, four
speed, window shade, 27 mpg,
regular gas, asking S6495. (¡all
943-2364.
F O R S A L E : C o n v e r t ib le
Chcvclle, 19 72,
30 7, auto.,
mounted snows, radials, excellent
mechanical condition, some rust.
Asking S I900, call 943-2 364
FOR SALE: 12' x I 2 'green tw eed
rug. Fxcellcnr condition. S50. (¡all
778-0767.
FOR SALE: 15" C M rims in
excellent condition. 2 for S7. (.all
778-0767.
FOR SALE: Darsun 280Z, ’77,
radials, snows, am tin, a c, 4
speed. W indow shade, regular gas.
Asking S5995. Call 943-2364.
FOR SALE: ( )nc X ankce playoff
ticket. Bleacher seat, ride available.
Carlo at 893-5642.
W ANTED: Sr interns looking tor a
presidential candidate w o rth
v o tin g fo r ! J o in in fo rm a l
d is c u s s io n o f D r. B a rrs ’
Commoner and the Citizens
Parry. I hur.,()ct. 2,1980at 7 :30
in Russ Hall Lounge. Music,
refreshments, voter registration.
WANTED: Students for John
Anderson for President, w e need
your help. Anyone interested call
Craig Cohen at 374-3023 or Bill
D ’ F.lia at 746-5498.
W ANTED: Ride for night student
to from Clenrock or Paterson.
Call nights. 445-3099 or days,
881-3786. Velma.
W ANTED: Need ( ¡hristmas cash?
W in nor sell Avon? Please call
F.llieat 427-13,50.
W A N T E D : D u n g e o n s and
Diagons players! We are forming a
class three organization. Sign tip in
the 1)0okstore ASAP!

WANTED: Car pool. Morris
town Parsippany, Basking Ridge
area. Call 538-1052 after 1 1 pm or
before 9 :30 am. Fvcn one day
would help us both.
W ANTED: A re you a bass player
into progressive rock ‘n’roll? If
vou have experience, (¡all Bob or
Jim at 335-4390.
W ANTED: Someo ne that can fix a
refrigerator only three miles from
campus. Anyone interested please
call Cina. 278-5578.
WANTED: Any female student
who recently observed an incident
o f indecent exposure on campus, is
asked to contact sgt. Herbert
I do yd o f the campus police at 8935222 or 893-4367. W e need your
sta te m e n t and e y e -w itn e s s
identification o f the arrested
suspect (fro m a g ro u p o f
photographs) in order to keep this
man away from our campus. It
could also help him to get
treatment.
WANTED:
I•¡xcellenr phono
graphic equipment—(¡heap, (¡an
be used, (¡all 783-7324, ask for
Sandv.
WANTED: Barmaid bartender.
No experience necessary, w ill
train, (¡reat opportunity for
college students, (¡all after 7 :30
pm, 546-9782, ask for Martv.
WANTED: Square dance caller for
country western dorm party. Fee
to be arranged, (¡all F.A. at 8934843 or Frankie at ext. 5358.
WANTED: Travel agency needs
student representatives to help run
ski trips in return for tree trip plus
commissions, (¡all Rich 828-4966.
W ANTED: W .MSC looking for
sports personnel to do interviews
and related work. For more
information contact Steve Dalton
at 893-4256. Leave message.
WANTED: Rnominate, Belleville
area 6 rooms, S I50 plus utilities,
(¡all 751-6936. Debbie, after 5
pm.
WANTED: Male student wanted
to clean bachelors tow nliouse anti
do light repairs. One day or two
half days per week and occasional
hours shopping and helping out at
dinner parties. Walking distance
from MSC. S4per hour, (¡all 5680454 weekdays or 256-1290
evenings and weekends.
TYPING: T ypin g done, quick
and reasonable. MSC pickup and
delivery, (¡all 835-2436 between
4 and 9 pm.
T Y P IN G /W O R D
PROCES
SING:
Professional
services,
reasonable rates for papers, theses,
dissertations, (¡all (201) 6966667. Type-R ight Office Center,
580 Valley Road, Wayne.
TUTOR: Mathematics, statistics,
fortran,
French. Lxpcricnccd,
patient, reliable, senior math and
computer major, (¡all (home) 8935818, or messages: 744-9395,
744-9883 (ask for room 206).
ATTENTION: The NJ Depart
ment o f Higher Fducation has
reinstated the tu itio n credit
program for the 1980-81 academic
vear. Applications available at the
veterans office Room (.217, ext.
5 180 fair veterans who served on
active duty between Dec. 31,
I960-August, 1974.
L OST : C o n ta in e rs labeled
“ Aluminum O n ly ” which w ere in
the Student (¡enter last semester.
Please call Conservation Club
president Frank at 744-9390.
FREE: Housebroken puppy, 10
months old, female. Owner has to
move, needs a good home for
Jesse, (¡all 628-9074 anytime.

ENTERTAINM ENT: Complete
ly versatile dinner and dance music
for all occasions, (¡all (201) 9971775 or (201)946-9414.
M U S IC A L IN S T R U C T IO N .
Piano and organ. Learn pop,
classical, rock, jazz. Reasonable
rates, call 345-7137.
GUITARIST: Ou itarist available
for weddings and other affairs.
Varied program includes both
vocal and instrumental arrange
ments o f pop and jazz, tunes, (¡all
Bill Marronc at 783-6209.
PEER COUNSELING: Referral
service sponsored by Women
Helping Women, Room 366,
Math Science building, MondayFridav, 9 am-4 pm.
W O M EN HELPING W OMEN:
Math Science building. Room
366, Monday-Friday, 9 am-4 pm.
. A counseling and referral service
located on campus to help meet the
needs of women.
COM E HELP: Plan your Health
Fair 1980. Join the Health
Professions Association Wednes
day at 4 pm. College Hall. For
in fo rm a tio n call the H ealth
Professions Conference room!

PSI CHI: the National Honor
Society in Pvschology is now
a c c e p tin g a p p lic a tio n s fo r
membership. Requirements are
minimum overall (!P A o f 3.3 and
a minimum Psychology (¡P A o f
3.5 w ith at least 12 credits in
Psych, completed. Applications
available outside the Psychology
Office in Russ Hall. Deadline for
applications is Oct. 24, 1980.
EMERGENCY: Driver needed to
and from Fairlawn five days a
week. W ill share expenses, (¡all
immediately Linda, 796-8962.
STUDY ABRO AD: Undergrad
uates : sign up for Semester
Abroad Program for Spring 1981
study. Opportunities in Australia,
Denmark, and Israel. Contact Dr.
C. Jackson, D ire c to r IntraCollegiatc Academic Programs.
C-306A, 893-4431.
Semester Abroad and W inter
Session A broad In fo rm a tio n
Meeting in Ballroom B, Oct. 2,
1 98 0. 10 a in - 3 pm . A ll
undergraduate students welcome.
F o r a p p lic a tio n s and m ore
information, please call 893-4431.

OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
ycarr round, F.urope, S. America,
Australia, Asia. A ll fields S500S1200 monthly, expenses paid.
Sightseeing. For free information
w rite : IJC, Box 52-NJ8. Corona
Del Mar, C A 92625.
THANK YOU: T o the woman
who found and returned my
glassed, thank you. Your honesty
and kin d n e ss are g re a tly
appreciated. Dcbbv.
LED ZEPPELIN: And Spring
steen, Zappa, Kink, Best orchestra
seats. Almost Backstage, Box 575,
South Orange, NJ. 07079.
Daytime call 964-6180.
C O N TAC T LENS WEARERS:
Save money on your brand name
hard and soft lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix, AZ 8501 1.

WANTED: Need ride from
Rutherford to campus on
Fridays, (¡lass beginning at
5:30. Call 438-7591. Will
certainly share gasoline.

Beginner or advanced. By studying Spanish only, four hours a day. four days a week, for fourteen weeks, you
will earn sixteen semester hours of college Spanish credit. (That's four semesters worth of college Spanish
credit!) The cost is about the same as one semester in a U S. college, $2.589.
W h e th e r you are a b e g in n e r or an a dvanced s tu d e n t,
yo u r S p a n is h s tu d ie s w ill be g re a tly e n h a n ce d by epp o rtu n itie s n ot a v a ila b le in a c o n v e n tio n a l c la s s ro o m S tand
a rdized te s t s c o re s o f o u r s tu d e n ts s h o w th a t th e ir
S p a n is h la n g u ag e s k ills are b e tte r o vera ll th a n th o se
-Obtained by A m e ric a n s tu d e n ts w h o c o m p le te d s ta n d a rd
tw o year S p a n is h p ro g ra m s in U n ite d S ta te s c o lie g e s and
u n iv e rs itie s

T h is is a rig o ro u s a c a d e m ic p ro g ra m la s tin g fro m Feb.
1 to J u n e 1, 1981 The c o s t o f $2,589 in c lu d e s ro u n d trip je t
fare to S e ville, S pain, fro m T o ro n to , C anada, as w e ll as
ro om , board and tu itio n . G o v e rn m e n t g ra n ts and loa n s
a pp ly fo r e lig ib le s tu d e n ts
You w ill live w ith a S p a n is h fa m ily .

FULLY ACCREDITED

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. C ollier S.E. Grand Rapids, M ichigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

C A L L T O L L FREE

for full inform ation 1-800-253-9964
(In M ich., or if toll free line inoperative call 1-616-942-2541 collect.)

HOWTO

In today’s inflationary economy it is hard to find a good
quality stereo system at a moderate price. For the very
best sound you usually pay extra for high power and
elaborate features. But now we can offer NAD

BEAT THE
HIGH GOST
OF HI-FI:
Accessory discounts
w ith M SC student I.D.

NAD eliminates the frills and incorporates advanced
circuitry to produce budget-priced components with
state-of-the-art performance.

The NAD 3020 Integrated amplifier and 4020 FM tuner,
a t s i ‘)H* each, epitomize NAD’S philosophy that good
audio design need not cost any more than a poor or med
iocre one. The 3020, for example, at a nominally rated 20
watts per channel drives low efficiency (and low Imped
ance) loudspeakers as loud and clean as most of the
expensive heavyweights. The results of stringent labora
tory testing of the 3020 were reported in the July issue of
Stereo Review. After successfully driving four sets of
loudspeakers (with a combined impedance as low as 1
ohm at many frequencies), Julian Hirsch declared that
even “... without knowing its power rating and price, one
could well conclude that it was one of the fine amplifiers
of our time.” He went on to say, “Certainly its distortion,
noise and other electrical characteristics could hardly
be improved upon.” **
,
NAD’S uncommonly rational approach to audio design
is evident in the 4020 tuner, as well. No compromises
whatsoever are made in the performance areas directly
related to its listening quality ... good sensitivity to
weak signals, quieting of background noises, wide
stereo separation with very low levels of audible distor
tion and very flat frequency response.
We are proud to be a member of the NAD Group, which is
directly responsible for the design of
these extraordinary components. We in
vite you to come in for a demonstration of
the 3020 and 4020, and to receive, your
copy of the Stereo Review Equipment Test
Report.
42oc ?9

NAD

The NAD 3020 and 4020.

AUDIO DESIGN

Phone: 744-0600
Address: 193 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Montclair, N J. 07043

S19H

» th e N A D su g g e ste d re ta il pu ce

■’ Q u o ta tio n s re p rin te d w ith pe rm iss. on o ’ S tereo R eview c o p yrig h t * July t9?9hy Z ** D a v s PuDi-sh-ng €.•
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You are cordially invited to a
PUBLIC SEMINAR
and discussion on
<
O
cn
OJ

Africans Attitudes Toward The
U.S. Policy In Africa In
1970's & 1980's

N

DATE: Mon., Oct. 6
TIM E: 3:30 - 5:00
PLACE: Russ Hall Lounge
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SPEAKERS:
Dr. W a - G it h u m o , D ep t, of H istory
Dr. Cassilly, D e p t o f P o litic a l S c ie n c e
Dr. F r a n k e , D ept, o f Sociology
.S P O N S O R S : A fr o -A m e r ic a n S tu d ie s P r o g r a m
D O N 'T MAKE ANY PLANS FOR OCT. 4
\because the A lliance of Jewish Student O rganization
1
is starting the year with a:
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WESTERN
DISCO
DAY: Sat., Oct.4
TIME: 8:30 - 12:30 pm
PLACE: YW — YWHA of Metro N.J.
760 North field Ave
West O range, N.J.
PRICE: $2.99 Refreshments included
with NOT ONE but TWO PROFESSIONAL DJ'S from
SOUND ENTERTAINM ENT
with all kinds of dance music
So get into some WESTERN DUDS, hop on your horsef
and gallop on down to the "Y" for the time of your life.
For more info, call:

(DAY) JSS — 642-1922
(NITE) Lorraine - 943-8294

I f

51

FREE

PLEASE BRING THIS COUPON

YOUR CHOICE OF:
Freshly squeezed corror juice
* Homemade carror coke
Honey ice cream
(wirh rhe purchase of lunch or
dinner

SPECIALIZING IN GOURMET
NATURAL AND CONTINENTAL
CUISINE
in a soho like armosphere
Locored or
5 N Fullerton Ave
Montclair (off Bloomfield Ave
near rhe Clairidge Thearre)
HOURS:
Juice Bar 9 - 5 : 3 0
Lunch: 11:30 - 2.30

rues
ro
sar..

Dinner: 5:30 - 9:30 fri. & sor
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Grundy leads Indians over Kean
by A n n M a rie M is ke w icz
Kean

C o l l e g e ’ s Kean

homecoming festivities were
spoiled Saturday afternoon as
senior tailback Bill (irundy
scored two second quarter
touchdowns and added another
fourth quarter to lead MSC
over Kean, 28-13, in a New
Jersey State College Athletic
Conference N JSC A C game.
Over 300 yards in total
penalties were called against
both teams, which allowed for
a sloppily played game.
“ There was questionable
officiating for both sides,”
defensive coach McKinley
Boston said. “ There were some

holding and clipping calls made
that could nor be verified
afterwards in the game films.”
MSC was penalized for 154
yards and Kean for 147 yards.
“ A Pop Warner team would
not give up that many
penalties,” Boston emphasized.
Kean jumped out to a quick
7-0 lead in the second quarter,
but soon lost it as MSC
cap italized on tw o pass
interference calls, both leading
to to u ch d o w n runs by
Cirundy.
The first in terferen ce
infraction called against Kean
was the result of an aborted
field goal attempt by M SC ’s

kicker, Keith Sahlin. Holder
I)on Lewis could not get a grip
on the ball, so Sahlin picked up
the ball and fired it to Tony
Cucci, who was interfered with
on the two yard line. Two
plays later, (irundy dove from
the one yard line to tie the game
7-7.
MSC retained possession o f
the football after a successful on
side kick by Sahlin was
recovered by senior Terry
P o r t e r . A n o th e r pass
interference call against Kean
left the ball on thconevardlinc
and (irundy again plunged
over for the score, giving MSC
a 14-7 halftime lead.

Early in the third quarter,
with the ball on M SC’s own 40
yard line, coach Fred Hill
reached into his bag o f tricks
and called for an end around to
wide receiver Porter. The
speedster front Mahwah raced
60 yards for the score, giving
MSC a 21-7 lead.
Freshmen quarterback Mark
Casale, from L’nion, made his
MSC debut by replacing Scott
Fischer in the fourth quarter,
but it was short lived as he was
intercepted by defensive back
Paul Mcrtz, who dashed 23
yards for Kean’s final score.
M SC’s final score came after
they took a short punt and
drove 27 yards in four plays.

(irundy went over from the
three yard line, giving him a
total of 82 yards for the day.
MSC also fell victim to the
inept officiating early in the
second half. Tightend Hubert
Bond caught a 20 yard pass,
and eluded at least seven tackles
in a spectacular 68 yard
touchdown run, only to see it
nullified by a holding penalty.
Senior tackle Mike Popek
led the defense with 13 tackles,
followed by senior linebacker
and cocaptain Sam Mills with
seven.
The defense only
allowed Kean 35 rushing yards
and has now given up only 114
yards rushing in three games
for a 38.0 average per game.

Ramapo next
for gridders
It will be “ Montclair Night” at MSC this coming Saturday
when the host Indians face Ramapo College Ramapo in an 8 pm
start. Montclair residents will be admitted to the game at half
price, and festivities will take place to honor the town.
The game will be the first meeting on the gridiron between the
two schools. Ramapo is competing as a varsity team this year after
several seasons as a club football powerhouse. “ I think that this
should be the start of a very intense rivalry,” MSC' head coach
Fred Hill commented. “ Ramapo is a very good football team and
until someone beats them, they arc going to be very confident.
That can really help a ream,” he added.
Ramapo has outscored its two opponents by a 43-9 margin in
picking up a pair of victories. Quarterback Mike LaFrancc has
completed 5 1 percent of his passes while averaging just under 24
yards per completion. Linebacker John Boback has led the
defense with 22 tackles thus far.
MSC has two straight victories following a season opening
defeat. Tailback Bill (irundy has led the offense to those victories,
rushing for 243 yards on 50 carries. Quarterback .Scott Fischer
has completed 57 percent of his passes in guiding the MSC offense
with precision. The MSC defense is led by linebacker Sam Mills
with 32 tackles and tackle Mike Popek with 26 tackles.
Both teams arc l-0 in New Jersey State College Athletic
Conference play, with each owning a victory over Kean College.
Ramapo beat the Squires, 16-0, and the Indians topped Kean, 2813.

Sports Extras

Squaws
blank
Kings

Forward Judy Popadeniec (white) battles for a loose ball
during M SC's 4 -0 victory over Kings College. NY, Tuesday at
Brookdale Park. Popadaniec scored tw o goals for the
Squaws.
Pat Conner and Debbie Dietrich also tallied to give MSC its
third victory in four starts. Ronnie Gudewicz had 11 saves
and posted her third shutout.

The women’s tennis ream suffered their second setback of the
season, last Saturday t as the Buccftes of Seton Hall
University SHU breezed to a 7-2 victory at MSC.
M SC’s second singles player, Mary Lynn DcFeo, provided all
of the Tribe’s “punch” as she accounted for victories in both
singles and doubles.
Her 6-4, 6-2 rout of SH U ’s Tina Sullivan gave the Squaws
their first points in the match. Later in the day, she teamed with
Sandv Fiecrai to blank Pam Carpenter and Laura Fairbanks 6-0,
6- 0 .
DcFeo was the only Squaw that really played her game vs
SHU. The rest of the MSC squad seemed to be bothered by a
strong wind that zipped across the courts.
On a whole, the Bucetres are not that much stronger than the
Tribe. The lop sided scores arc deceiving. Surely, the weather
played a key role in the match.

I he Montdarion T hur.,()ct.2,19K 0.15.

GSC blanks Tribe
for second straight
History repeated itself this Saturday as the MSC harriers were again shut out by an impressive .
Glassboro State College/GSC squad. Last season G SC defeated the Indians by the same score of
1550. Saturday’s loss evened MSC’s record to 1-1.
G SC was led by a potential all-American, Ringo Adamson (24:47). The next six places were
captured by G SC runners. Places twothrough six all tied at 25:23, while seventh place was captured
in 25:29.
The Tribe was led by Ian Gordon, whosetimeof 25:30 was only good enough for an eighth place
finish. 1'his was (Jordon’s best time on Garrett Mtn. “ I am pleased with the fact that my times arc
dropping; however, I am sure that I’m not running anywhere near my potential,” he commented.
Following (Jordon were Steve Boyle (26:17), Charles Cilwik (26:36), Kevin Leonard (26:46);,
and Dan Wiggins (27:10). Roundingour M SC’s top seven finishers were Tom Schwarz (27:22)and
Frank Nelson (27:47). *
Coach James Harris was disappointed that his team did not fare better. He did however .have some
positive comments. “While the results arc not a true indicator of the effort put into the race, I am
pleased with the fact that all but one of my runners bettered their last weeks performances,” he noted.
The MSC harriers knew that G SC was going to be a tough meet, but they didn’t realize just how
tough. For some reason the Profs are always in peak condition when they run in Montclair, and this
year was no exception. (JS C ’s coach was even heard complimenting many of his runners on their
personal record breaking performances-

In the sports corner/Matt Ward

Weather could affect Series play
This y ear’ s baseball
season will conclude this week,
and the playoffs and World
Series which will follow could
possibly be played in the same
cold temperatures as last year’s
series between Baltimore and
Pittsburgh. This is unfortun
ate.
O f the four divisions, only
one w'ill likely have a warm
weather sire for the playoffs.

Hither H ouston or Los
Angeles will be the representa
tive of the National League
West. All the other division
winners will be in areas of the
country w here a sudden cold
spell could threaten the quality
of baseball, when it should beat
its very best.
Remember the first two
games of last year’s series in
Baltimore? Bitter cold xvas

IM Highlights
by M ik e Ritz
After two weeks in the men’s football league, only three teams
remain unbeaten. In division I, the Terrorists shut out the ShoreBoys, 21-0 and beat Dcathwish 19-6, to keep their record
untarnished.
In division II, the Hastsiders crushed the Bruins 28-0 and
squeeked by the Verona Inn, 13-12. The Vegetables had wins
over the Wizards, 34-0, and the Bootleggers, 30-0, to stay tied for
first.
In the coed league, the Bomb Squad kept in its winning ways
beating the Motley Crew 22-0 and Trouble 18-6. The Bohners
put on another offensive show crushing Steve’s Stampede, 43-16.
The Brass won both of their games and only scored four points
in doing so. They won on good defense and timely safeties.
The Game-room Rags still lead all teams in the fall bowling
league with a 14-0 record.
Charlie Goring leads in the high average category with a 196
average while Ken Brandt holds high game honors with a 224.
John Dondrak has high series with a 624.
For the ladies, Madeline Peters leads in both high average and
series with a 161 and 496, respectively. Cheryl Taylor has the
high game with a 179.
In women’s volleyball, Woodstock leads the league with a 5-0
record. Two teams, the Ziggy’s and the Wonder Women, follow
in a close second with 4-1 records.
C O M IN G EVENTS: Men’s three-on-threc basketball will be
held on Tuc., Oct. 7 and Wed., Oct. 8 at 8 pm in Panzer Gym.
I he S IL C Trivia (Jontesr will be held on Wed., Oct. 8 at
noon in the Student Center Ballrooms. Registration will
on sight.
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responsible for making lx)th
teams look like minor leaguers.
And it was really unfair w hen
you consider all the hard work
and effort it takes to get to the
series. Also, there is a srrong
possibility that bad weather,
errors, and fluke plays can
influence the outcome of a
game and possibly the entireseries.
(Jan last year’s winter
wonderland occur again? You
Ix-ttcr believe it.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
decided roughly 10 years ago
that the “grand old game”
needed prime time exposure.
His decision was based on two
factors—the backseat position
baseball finds itself in relation
to pro football, and the game’s
need for big bucks from T V .
This dilemma has caused
many problems which baseball
owners could easily solve at
their annual mecctings this
winter. A sure w'ay to avoid
frostbite at the series is to start
the season earlier, possibly the
first w'cekcnd of April or the
last weekend o f March.
G ran ted , cities such as
Montreal, Toronto, and other
Northeastern and Midwestern
cities will have their share of
games canceled because of cold
weather, yet those games can
be made up easily later in the
season with double-headers
w hen the weather is good.
And to ensure that teams
aren’t playing double-headers
day after day during the
summer, start the season in
areas of the country where
conditions are favorable.
lake, for example, the
Montreal F.xpos. Instead of
meeting the Pirates on opening
day, have them start the season

with a West coast trip to Los
Angeles, San Diego, and San
Francisco. The same applies to
the American League. Instead
of the Blue Jays opening with
the Yanks, have them open on
the West coast with Oakland,
California, and Seattle.
In this way the major leagues
can avoid having playoff and
series games played at night in
the middle of Octolx-r when
weather in most cities is around
50 degrees. With poor weather
you threaten possible injuries
and poor play by both teams,
and you have many fans
questioning the integrity of the
game. A simple solution is
available. It’s time Kuhn and
other baseball executives take
action.
A Congressional Committee
is looking at the possibility of
legislating against sports
v io le n c e .
The J u d ic ia l
Committee of the House is
considering legislation against
athletes who go beyond the
scope o f the rules and
sportsmanship. In other vfrords,
any type of fighting between
athletes or between athletes and
fans will no longer be tolerated.
The sad tiling about it is that
the Judicial Committee has to
get involved at all. Why don’t
the respective leagues of the
NI L, NBA, NHL, and major
league baseball get off their
butts and start policing their
own people with meaningful
penalties? To have this
problem reach Washington
because the individual leagues
don’t want to do something
constructive is a combination
of ignorance and neglect.
It’s time for professional
sports to realize a few hard

facts. Alany people are seeing
two types of justice being
carried out for athletes who
constantly fight and deliver
cheap shots. One is for the
private citizen and the other for
the athlete.
This cannot be permited.
Athletes are citizens with
rights and privileges. Just
because they do their thing
before 50,()()() fans doesn’t give
them any more rights and
liltcrties. Unfortunately, this
argument has come upon deaf,
and in some eases, dumb ears in
the league offices of each major
sport.
Commissioners such as Pete
Rozelle, John Ziegler, Larry
O ’Brien, and Kuhn had better
start w'orking to resolve this
nonsense. Failure to do so will
result in someone else cleaning
their dirty laundry. And don’t
you believe the Federal
( Jovernment has enough to do
b esid es w o rry n g about
professional sports ?
The Giants game against the
Rams last week was a classic
case of ineptness. What makes
things worse is all the people
who loyally show up at Giants
Stadium each home-game. And
these are the same people who
boo the loudest when the
Giants play pitifully. What a
contradiction.
If people think the Giants
rot,—and what sane person
doesn’t—then don’t go to the
games. It’s that simple. No
owner will make meaningful
changes when fans continue to
support a losing team with sold
out games. L’ntil this is
realized, the team will continue
its no improvement record.
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Tarrago nets pair as
MSC edges Pratt, 3-2
Ju n ior Alvaro Farrago
scored two goals and Frank
Frli added the winner, as the
Indians edged previously
undefeated Pratt University
Pratt, 3-2, last Saturday at
Sprague Field.
It took them 427 minutes
but they finally did it—MSC
put the ball in the back of the
net. After two preseason
scrimmages and two early
season losses, the bribe had not
been able to score. It seemed
that a penalty kick might even
become difficult to convert.
All of that became history,
however, when with 17:05
gone in the first half. Farrago
took a ( ireg Srivala pass, lured
P ratt g o a lk e e p e r Tar r y
Tabarov out of the net, and
pushed into the left corner to tie
the game at I - I.
Pratt had gone on top just
three minutes into the game
when striker AI Yo u n g
dribbled through the MSC
defense and uncorked an 18
yard rocket past a diving Paul
Huegcl.
K r 1i — a f u l l b a c k wh o
switched to forward in the
second half for added scoring
punch—tallied the game winner
at the 5 8 : 1 7 point of the

second half.
After receiving an indirect
kick inside of Pratt’s 20, Krli
took a tap pass from Farrago
and b o o t e d it past an
unprepared Tabarov. Pratt’s
goalkeeper and defence had
suffered a temporary mental
lapse as they tried to form a
wall in front of the goalie.

Obviously not hearing the
referee’s whistle to play on,
they stood in shock as Frli
parried the Tribe’s third goal.
Farrago also had the
Indians’ second goal, tapping
in a loose ball in front of the
Pratt net just 7 :03 after he had
tied the game.

Pratt’s other score came on a
penalty kick late in the game
after a hands ball was called
against MSC.
F.d R a t a v a r u n g beat
H u c g e l ’ s s e c o n d hal f
replacement Mike I ropeano to
his right side for the score.
The game, which was
switched to Sprague Field from
M SC forward Frank Erli (far
le ft) and fu llb ack Joe
DaRocha (right) strip a Pratt
midfielder of the ball during
S t a u r d a y ' s g a m e at
Sprague Field.

I n d i a n ' s Ga r y
Holt (dark jersey)
muscles the ball
from a surprised
Pratt forward.
.1IMHhi

Tricaptain Paul
ball out of trouble during the first half of
M SC's
win over Pratt. Goalkeeper
Paul Huegel looks on.

Pratt’s dust bowl in Brooklyn,
NY, was a poor example of
Fnglish style, kick and run
soccer.
I he 50 or so fans that sat in
the windy mini stadium, did
see an MSC victory. They did
not , however, see good soccer.
Almost the entire game was
spent blindly booting the ball
upheld and running after it.
Rarely would either team
crisply pass the ball from one
side of the turf to the other.
MSC, for the first time all
season, outshot their opponent,
putting 19 shots on net to
Pratt’s 18.
Coal keepers Huegcl and
I ropeano combined for 16
saves for the Tribe.
1 ropeano made the save of
the game—and the year, thus
far—diving high in the air to
deflect an almost sure goal,
over the crossbar, with Pratt
pressuring late in the game.
The Indians have tw'o big
conference games upcoming.
On Sat., Oct. 4, MSC opposes
Stockton State College on
Sprague Field at 1 pm. Three
days later, on Fue. , Oct. 7, the
Tribe goes up againstWilliam
Paterson College, in Wayne at
8 pm.

